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Please mention "Scale Military Modeler” when replying to this advert

SMS001  Photo Etch Bending Tool 2" Mini Hold and Fold  £23.70  
SMS002  Etch Bending Tool The "BUG" RTH Hold & Fold  £31.60  
SMS003  Etch Bending Tool 4" Mk IV RTH Hold & Fold  £39.45  
SMS004  Etch Bending Tool 5.5" Hold and Fold £55.25  
SMS005  Etch Bending Tool 8" Mk R Multi-head Hold Fold  £59.20  
SMS006  Etch Bending & Rolling Deluxe Brass Assist  £51.30  
SMS007  Extended Roller Set - Use with Brass Assist  £11.05  
SMS008  Etch Bending Tool -  Wire Forming Tool £39.45  
SMS009  The Nutter Set - Scale Model Nuts & Rivets  £90.80  
SMS010  Tri-Foil for use with Nutter and/or Scratchbuilding  £7.90 
SMS011  Square Tip Set  £15.80  
SMS012  Hex Tip Set  £15.80  
SMS013  Wire Assist  £15.80  
SMS014  Photo Etch Standard Rolling Set  £21.70  
SMS015  Photo Etch Cut-Off Set - Standard  £7.50 
SMS016  Photo Etch Cut-Off Set - Large  £11.85  
SMS70001  Aluminum File Handle w/6 Mini Needle Files  £15.65  
SMS70005  Pin Vise with 6 Assorted Drills w/Special  £14.85

The Small 
Shop Tools

RP TOOLZ
RPT8 Tool 8cm long Photo etch bender tool  £21.80 
RPT13 Tool 13cm long Photo etch bender tool  £27.25  
RPT18 Tool 18cm long Photo etch bender tool  £32.70  
RPTH Tool Handle bender tool  £27.25  
RPTHPD Tool Hexagonal Punch and die set  £59.95
RPTPD Tool Punch and die set  £72.70  
RPTR Tool Roller tool  £16.35 

Sales@HistorexAgents.com
£6.75

HISTOREX AGENTS have been established since 1967
With 46 years of trading we are one of the longest running 

Model Soldier Mail Order House's around today.

MSF534 1/35th Steppe - late summer with stones  £16.05  
MSF541 1/35th Embankment - Spring  £14.20  
MSF542 1/35th Embankment - Early Summer  £14.20  
MSF543 1/35th Embankment - Late Summer  £14.20  
MSF551 1/35th Embankment - Spring with dry turfs  £14.20  
MSF600 1/35th Forest Floor - Basic  £13.30  
MSF601 1/35th Forest Floor - Spring  £17.90  
MSF602 1/35th Forest Floor - Early Summer  £17.90  
MSF603 1/35th Forest Floor - Late Summer  £17.90  
MSF610 1/35th Forest Floor - Pinewood  £16.05  
MSF620 1/35th Forest Floor - Blueberries  £17.90  
MSF630 1/35th Heathland  £17.90  
MSF712 1/35th Early Summer Stony Steppe  few stones  £17.00  
MSF713 1/35th Late Summer Stony Steppe few stones  £17.00  
MSF722 1/35th Early Summer Stony Steppe more stones  £17.00 
MSF723 1/35th Late Summer Stony Steppe more stones £17.00  
MSF732 1/35th Early Summer Stony Steppe many stones  £17.00 
MSF733 1/35th Late Summer Stony Steppe many stones  £17.00  

model scene
Grass mats

 www.HistorexAgents.com

APML1  Model Laboratory 1 SdKfz 171 Panther G  £5.75 
APML2  Model Laboratory 2 Junkers 88 A-4  £6.70  
APML3  Model Laboratory 3 Tiger I "313" S .PZ.ABT.505  £5.75 
APML4  Model Laboratory 4: Great Battles. Kursk  £6.70  
APML5  Model Laboratory 5 Panzerjager Jagdtiger  £5.75  
EMP3 BOOK Euro Modelismo Tanks in Russia 1941/42  £16.55
EMP4 BOOK Euro Modelismo Rarities Modelling Armoured £14.90 
EMP8 BOOK Euro Modelismo German Army Uniforms £34.70  
EMP13 BOOK Euro Modelismo STUG 3  £20.65 
EMP14 BOOK Sculpting Figures - Body Language  £14.05  
EMP15 BOOK Euro Modelismo Vignettes & Sceneries -  £30.15  
EMP16 BOOK Euro Modelismo Tanks in Russia Part 3  £16.55
EMP21 BOOK Tanks in Russia IV.  £18.25  
EMPDAK BOOK D.A.K. Deutsches Afrila Korps  £15.75
PAP1 BOOK Panzer Aces Profiles 1 - Guide to camouflage £16.25
PANZ41 BOOK Panzer Aces Issue 41  £8.95 
PANZ42 BOOK Panzer Aces Issue 42  £8.95 
PANZ43 BOOK Panzer Aces Issue 43  £8.95  
PANZ44 BOOK Panzer Aces Issue 44  £8.95  
PANZ45 BOOK Panzer Aces Issue 45  £8.95  
PANZ46 BOOK Panzer Aces Issue 46  £8.95  

ART01 Art Of Modelling Issue 01 £7.95
ART02 Art Of Modelling Issue 02 £7.95
ART03 Art Of Modelling Issue 03 £7.95
ART04 Art Of Modelling Issue 04 £7.95
ART05 Art Of Modelling Issue 05 £7.95

SMH-FM1   Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling 1  £13.95 
SMH-FM2   Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling  2  £13.95  
SMH-FM3   Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling  3  £13.95  
SMH-FM4   Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling  4  £13.95  
SMH-FM5   Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling  5  £13.95  
SMH-FM6   Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling  6  £13.95 
SMH-FM7   Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling  7  £13.95  
SMH-FM8   Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling  8  £13.95
SMH-FM9   Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling  9  £13.95
SMH-FM10 Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling  10  £13.95
SMH-FM11 Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling  11 £13.95
SMH-FM12 Scale Model Handbook - Figure Modelling  12  £13.95

SMH-DM1   Scale Model Handbook - Diorama Modelling 1  £27.95

MMIR57 BOOK Military Miniatures in Review 57  £7.95  
MMIR58 BOOK Military Miniatures in Review 58  £7.95  
MMIR59 BOOK Military Miniatures in Review 59  £7.95  
MMIR88GUN BOOK The Eighty Eight  £15.65  
MMIRAA28 BOOK Allied Axis The Photo Journal of WWII  £12.95  
MMIRAA29 BOOK Allied Axis The Photo Journal of WWII  £12.95  
MMIRCHURCH BOOK The Churchill,  £15.85  
MMIRCHURCH2 BOOK The Churchill Pt.2,  £15.85  
MMIRHW BOOK Visual History: Heavy Wreckers  £15.85  
MMIRSOS1 BOOK Son of Sherman Vol.1 - softcopy  £38.00  
MMIRSTAGH BOOK The Staghound A Visual History  £15.85  

MILITARY 
MINIATURES
in Review

TA01r BOOK TANKART Vol. 1 WWII German Armor  £26.65 
TA02 BOOK TANKART Vol. 2 - WWII Allied Armor  £19.95 
TA03 BOOK TANKART Vol. 3 - Modern Armor  £26.65
TA04 BOOK TANKART Vol. 4 WWII German Armor  £ TBA

 See our new videos 
www.HistorexAgents.com/video
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HH/1  5 bare different heads

HH/2  5 different character heads 

HH/3  5 heads, close cropped hair

HH/4  5 different heads, WW2 haircuts 

HH/5  5 different African bald heads 

HH/6 5 different European bald heads 

HH/7 5 different east Asian bald heads

HH/8  5 different middle aged euro heads

HH/9 5 different heads, sleeping

HH/10 5 different female heads - no hair!

HH28 headset, bare heads with hooked  noses 

HH29  5 Bareheads with one eye closed. sighting

HH30  Bareheads, anxious or frightened expressions 

HH31 1/35th Heads - 2 old men, 2 youths, 1 boy  

HH32 1/35th 5 Bare heads with emaciated features 

HORNET
1/35th Scale Resin Head Sets

HH/11 5 different heads laughing, joking 

HH/12 5 different bareheads, neutral expression 

HH/13 5 different youthful heads WW2 hair 

HH/14 5 different heads, snarling, gasping

HH/15 5 heads, smoking (add own ciggies)

HH/16 5 more European bald heads 

HH/17 5 different heads eating, drinking 

HH/18 5Different  with Necks turned sideways 

HH/19 5 Different Bare Heads looking up

HH/20 5 different bare heads looking down/reading

HH/21 5 heads gaunt/battleweary (European faces)  

HH22  5 more heads with WW2 style haircuts 

HH23 1/35th Heads Bandaged

HH24  5 more bald heads with European features 

HH25  5 Bald European Heads 

HH26 1/35th Bald heads Defeated faces 

HH27  5 bald heads with triumphant, exulting faces 

HBH/1  5 heads, Brit. (1 Polish) assorted

HBH/2  5 heads, Brit. soft headgear  

HBH/3  5 heads, Brit. steel helmets 

HBH/4  5 heads, Brit. WW2 tank beret

HBH/5  5 heads, Brit. rimless AFV/para helmet

HBH/6  5 heads, Brit. WW1 steel helmet

HBH/7  5 heads, Brit. Mk III steel helmet

HBH/8  5 heads wearing British sailor cap, 1930  

HBH/9  5 heads, Commando style stocking caps

HBH/10  5 heads, British officer's type peaked cap 

HBH/11  4 heads, modern UK tank crew, 2 jigs 

HBH/12  5 heads in British WW2 helmets  

HBH/13  5 heads wearing British WW1 field caps  

HBH14  heads with British WW2 and post War berets  

HBH15 1/35th 5 British WW2 sidecaps 

HGH/11  5 heads, Ger. Off. formal peak caps 

HGH/12 5 heads, Ger. WW2 winter caps  

HGH/13 5 heads, Ger. winter caps with visors  

HGH/14 5 heads, SS utility camo caps 

HGH/15 5 heads, DAK or SS 2nd camo cap 

HGH/16 5 heads, WW2 German Army helmet/cover

HGH/17 5 heads with WW2 SS style sidecaps  

HGH/10 5 heads, Ger. WW2 mountain caps 

HGH19  5 more heads in German m43 field cap 

HGH20  5  German helmets with improvised covers 

HGH21 1/35th German soft round WW1 fieldcaps 

HGH22 1/35th 5 Heads with German WWII Helmets  

HGH23 3 Heads WWII SS Tankmen headband  

HGH24  German Navy WW2 3 officers, 2 seamen  

HGH25 Panzer crew heads 3 heads 4 earphone  

HGH18  5  heads with German army side cap, WW2 

HH/33 Bare heads with ultra short haircuts

HH/34 5 heads with aquiline features

HH/35 More bare heads with Caucasian features  

Please mention "Scale Military Modeler” when replying to this advert
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W
orld War One, or
the ‘Great War’, and
we have been
marking the 100th
Anniversary of its

beginnings throughout 2014, and
as this issue coincides with the
annual IPMS Scale ModelWorld
Show, it is also perhaps fitting that
we, as we do every year at the
Show, remember its ending, and
the moment the guns fell silent, at
the eleventh hour of the eleventh
day of the eleventh month of
1918, and pause to remember all
who have fallen in Wars and
conflicts ever since, and the debt
we owe to them for the freedoms
we now enjoy.

Much of this ‘Great War Special
Issue’ is dedicated to the men and

machines of
the First World
War, and we
have builds of Airfix,
Emhar and Tamiya tanks, as
well as a quite wonderful Andrea
Miniatures diorama, which Mark
Dollery has so lovingly crafted.
Mark has also done a first class job
on the Tommy’s War mounted
British Trooper of the 9th (Queen’s
Royal) Mounted Lancers, Elouges
1914, and our own David Francis
has also produced a superb build
of the 1:35 Takom French St
Chamond, whilst historian
Anthony Tucker-Jones profiles the
inauspicious, but ultimately
decisive debut of the tank during
the First World War. 

‘They shall grow
not old, as we that

are left grow old:
Age shall not weary

them, nor the years
condemn.

At the going down of the
sun and in the morning,

We will remember
them.’

Happy modelling

Andy Evans 
Editor
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Landship
Tamiya

O
ne can only begin to
think of the sheer
terror faced by young
soldiers in their
trenches after being

constantly shelled and shot at on an
almost daily basis. Imagine how the

German troops must have felt when they
heard distant rumbling which became
louder and louder as previously unseen
huge steel monsters appeared out of the
mist. Impervious to machine gun fire and
firing at the German lines almost with
impunity, the debut of the Tank at The
Somme on September 16th, 1915 changed
warfare forever. 

The French had begun designing vehicles
with caterpillar tracks at the beginning of the
1900s while the British War Office became mildly
interested in the concept in 1915 with what was
essentially a larger wheeled tractor for crossing
trenches. First Lord of the Admiralty at the
time, Winston Churchill took great interest in
the concept and a Landship Committee was
established to look at development of ‘Land
Ships’. After many failures the idea was
dropped until caterpillar tracked
tractors were tested and just as the
French were developing their
version, Little Willie was tested
successfully on 3rd December
1915. Walter Wilson soon
designed the now familiar

rhomboid design which became ‘His Majesty's
Landship Centipede’ and later renamed
‘Mother’. The name ‘Tank’ was first used as a
security measure to disguise its real use, and
was soon adopted worldwide.

With the 100th anniversary of the start of
The Great War, rumours were rife of impending
WWI armour release and none more than the
iconic Mk.IV tank as used from 1917. And the
rumours were soon confirmed by Tamiya who
announced their release of this iconic AFV. The
parts themselves are certainly up to Tamiya’s
usual high standards with no sign of flash or
mould misalignments anywhere, and the
standout feature is the design of the
tracks, which are all individually
moulded and require nothing
more than a quick swipe
with a sanding stick to
remove some
small burrs.

In the first of two builds of the new Tamiya Mk.IV, Gary Boxall builds one of

the First World War’s ‘Steel Monsters’.
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The
iconic

shape still
appears on the

badge of the
Royal Tank
Regiment

Mk.IV MALE ‘Steel Monster’
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The parts themselves are certainly up to

Tamiya’s usual high standards with no sign

of flash or mould misalignments anywhere

Mk.IV MALE ‘Steel Monster’

Kit Data
WWI British Male Tank Mk.IV
Manufacturer: Tamiya
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 30057
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It’s important to remember that this kit is
designed to be motorised so many parts are
designed to be removable to be able to
access the motor, batteries and drive gears,
but it is a simple process to simply build this
as a static kit. 

As you would expect with Tamiya, the fit of
parts is exemplary with no issues to report. A
good pair of Naval 6pdr guns are provided,

with some nice detailing including full
breech and sights which elevates and
traverses as per the real thing. Though
given that you’d have to leave the access

doors open to view this detail,
exposing the huge empty

cavernous interior somewhat negates the
usefulness of this feature! The Lewis guns are
designed to articulate, but I found the ball
mount to be a little too tight for its socket
meaning the outer retaining ring was a little
tricky to fit, let alone allowing the gun to
move. 

Now the painting could begin, and first I
removed the tracks and applied a coat of
Vallejo Grey Primer. I then added some pre-
shading using Vallejo Black Primer, prior to
adding the base colour. It appears that these
tanks were initially painted a type of
Battleship Grey at the factory and camouflage
colours were applied later on. Contrary to
what some people believed, evidence around
several different sources shows that the
standard base colour was a shade of Khaki –

the instructions did not come with a colour
guide – so I opted for Mr Hobby H32 Khaki
Brown. This was applied using several lightly
misted coats to allow the pre-shading to still
show through. I then added further colour
modulation by either lightening or darkening
the base colour depending on where the
panels were – obviously opting for darker
shades on the lower half and undersides of
the tank. 

A fair number of these tanks were given
names by their crews so, again using dry
transfers, I added the name ‘Fleur’ in
recognition of my wife. Finally, red and white
recognition stripes were added to the front
by airbrushing Vallejo White in the first
instance and masking off the outer stripes to
airbrush the central one red. Not an easy task
given the raised detail in that area! Once
complete, the entire model was given a gloss
coat using Aclad Gloss Clear to seal in the
transfers and to protect the basecoat.

Mk.IV MALE ‘Steel Monster’
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Next up, to further break up the
monotone Khaki colour, oils were used by
applying small dots of white, Burnt Umber

and Raw Sienna over the vehicle and then
using a soft bush moistened with

enamel thinners blending the paints
together to create streaks etc.

This was then left to dry for a
day before applying a further
gloss coat to protect the
SODA (Small Oil Dot
Application) stage. I then
made up a wash using
Burnt Umber to apply
around the multitude of
rivets and panels to
accentuate these details.

I then started to add
some wear and tear by
applying chips and

scratches. Initially, I used
Tamiya XF-57 to start the

chipping process. Then AK711
Chipping Colour followed using a

fine brush – concentrating on areas which
would be more prone to paint damage.
Further chips etc were added using a sponge.
It’s important not to get too carried away at
this stage! Further streaks were added using
MIG Rain Marks enamels while rust was added
to key points (where water would
accumulate) using AK Rust washes along with
rust streaks to chipped paint areas. While the
rust colours were out, I masked off the hull
roof to protect it so I could paint the exhaust.
I started using oils – Burnt Umber, Raw Sienna
and Yellow Ochre – and carefully blended
them in. After the oils dried, I then applied
rust pigments fixing them in place with a
pigment fixer. Further rust was applied to the
stowage ‘rack’ heat shield concentrating
mostly along the top edge where the heat
would be greatest to burn the paint off.

Given the type of environment that these
tanks operated in, it really does cry out to be
given a dirty and muddy look. And with that
in mind, I turned again to AK and their
excellent range of pigments and enamels. I

Plenty of work to do on the running gear! The surface detail is just excellent

A nice pair of Naval 6pdr guns are provided… …with some nice detailing including full breech and sights, which elevate and

traverse as per the real thing

The standout feature is

the tracks, which are all

individually moulded
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Given the type of environment that

these tanks operated in, it really

does cry out to be given a dirty and

muddy look
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started off by mixing up several
shades of earth pigments

(European Earth, Dark Earth, Dried
Mud, etc) and initially used an old

stiff brush to work the pigments into the
hull. To start building up some texture, I
worked on one area at a time, applying

enamel thinners with a brush and then
pouring some of the mixed pigment on top
and tapping the model to shake off any
excess. Further thinners and pigments were
added to areas where dirt and mud would
most likely build up. When the thinners had
dried out and the pigment fixed in place, I
then started to use AK enamel weathering
effects such as Damp Earth and Dark Mud. 

The beauty of these products is the ability
to apply the enamel with either a paintbrush
or airbrush and they are easily thinned down
to alter their density. Damp Earth and Dark
Mud were airbrushed on thinly mostly around
the base of the hull and in recesses such as
panel lines. AK dust effects were loaded onto
a flat brush and an airbrush was used to blow
onto the brush to create a random splatter
effect which was repeated with other AK
colours. Further effects were also added
using thinned down AK Wet Effects to show
areas of retained water etc, while MIG
Productions Oil and Grease Stain Mixture was
thinned down and applied around drive shaft
covers, etc. The un-ditching beam rails on top
were weathered by using an HB Pencil and AK
Interactive Steel pigments to simulate wear.

Tamiya provide a piece of nylon
string for the tow cable with
styrene ends but slide
mould technology seems
to be used sparingly by
Tamiya and as a result,
the tow cable ends are
cut-outs rather than
holes. I simply
shortened the cable
ends, drilled holes and
fixed the string in place
using CA gel. The cable
was painted using a mixture
of Mr Hobby H18 Steel and
Tamiya XF-19 Sky Grey and when
dry, given a rust wash. The cable was
coiled up and fitted to the rear where it was
subjected to the same weathering as the
surrounding areas. Tamiya also provide an un-
ditching beam to fit to the top which is
moderately detailed. A base coat of bare steel
(again steel mixed with light grey) was then
airbrushed on before rust washes were
applied. A Burnt Umber wash was added to
accentuate the bolt and shackle details, and
the wood itself was painted using the AK
Interactive Weathered Wood set and finished
off with a little Slimy Grime Dark. Finally, the
beam was fixed to the rail using CA clue and
further mud/dirt was applied to blend these
parts in with their surroundings.

The tracks were initially painted
using Vallejo Black Primer

before being painted Tamiya
XF-9 Hull Red, and as I

planned on applying
plenty of dirt etc to the
tracks, no further
painting was done at
this stage to them. The
tracks were clipped in
place and I used the

same technique with the
tracks as I did with the hull.

Thinners followed by
pigment and further tonal

variation added with AK Interactive
enamels. When dry, I added some AK

Interactive Dark Steel pigment using a cotton
bud to replicate wear on the raised lips on
the tracks, selecting some - but not all links -
so the effect wasn’t overdone.

Next up was the exhaust outlet, and I
would imagine that in the early years petrol
wasn’t as refined as it is today (or the engine!)
so I applied plenty of black soot around the
exhaust using MIG Productions Black Smoke
Pigment. Finally, steel pigment was applied to
the black painted Lewis gun jackets with a
cotton bud and a little soot to the end of the
6 pdr barrels. So there you have it. An iconic
AFV which has left a lasting impression on the
world and whose easily recognisable shape
still forms the badge of today’s Royal Tank
Regiment.

Mk.IV MALE ‘Steel Monster’

The finished Mk.IV ready for painting
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Ammo of MIG
New Colour Sets

World War I and II French Tank
Colours
Set Number: A.MIG-7110

Price: €13.80

Modern Syrian Camouflage Set
Set Number: A.MIG-7103
Price: €6.90

NATO Colour Set
Set Number: A.MIG-7114
Price: €6.90

Bundeswehr Afghanistan Paint Set
Set Number: A.MIG-7104

Price: €6.90

Modern Russian Colours
Set Number: A.MIG-7109
Price: €6.90

www.migjiminez.com

On the Side

Masterbox 
Mk I British Male Tank – 1916 Somme Battle
Period
Manufacturer: Masterbox
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 72001

Mk I British Female Tank – 1916 Somme Battle
Period
Manufacturer: Masterbox
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 72002

MK I Male Tank, Special Modification for the Gaza
Strip
Manufacturer: Masterbox
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 72003

MK I Female Tank, Special Modification for the
Gaza Strip
Manufacturer: Masterbox
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 72003

Meng-Model
French F-17 Light Tank (Riveted Turret)
Manufacturer: Meng-Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: TS-009

Modellers’ Marketplace

Sponsored By
Creative Models

www.creativemodels.co.uk
T: 01354 760022
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Great War Selection
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On the Side

New from
Takom

St Chamond – Late Type
Manufacturer: Takom
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 2102

Mk IV ‘Male’
Manufacturer: Takom
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 2008

Mk IV ‘Female’
Manufacturer: Takom
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic
injection moulded
with etch
Kit Number: 2009

Mk IV ‘Male Tadpole’
Manufacturer: Takom
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic
injection moulded
with etch
Kit Number: 2105

Sponsored by Creative Models www.creativemodels.co.uk
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French F-17 Light Tank (Cast Turret)
Manufacturer: Meng-Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: TS-008

R35 French Light Infantry Tank
Manufacturer: HobbyBoss
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 83806

Char 2C French Super-Heavy Tank
Manufacturer: Meng-Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: TS-009

Ammo of MIG
New Colour Sets
World War I British and German
Colours
Set Number: A.MIG-7111
Price: €13.80
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Modellers Masterclass

La Belle

A
n area long neglected for
armour modellers is World War
One, but the increased interest
in this time period 100 years
later has at long last led to

manufacturers releasing more Great War
tanks than we have had in the preceding
twenty years! One of the first
manufacturers out of the blocks was
Takom who produced the St Chamond, a
French tank that entered service in 1917
with approximately 400 being produced.
The St Chamond was not a big success
due to the size of the tracks, which were
too small considering the size and weight
of the vehicle. Had the War lasted a longer
the St Chamond would have been
replaced by imported British tanks. 

Takom’s first World War One kit features a
St Chamond of the early type, with three
circular turrets - the outer two being crew
hatches while the central one contained
a searchlight - and the thin tracks
that were one of the main
vulnerabilities of the early
types. On opening the box
you are presented with a
large quantity of tan
plastic, and I was initially
surprised by the size of
the main hull, which is
almost the same size as
an M1 Abrams!
Construction of the
main hull began with the
three turrets at the front,
and the one on the rear.

These fit
together with
just a small
amount of
correction fluid to tidy
up the seam. The central
turret that contains a
searchlight is supplied with a
choice of parts to show the turret
with the protective cover open or closed,
with nothing to see inside! This is a feature
for most of the hatches and doors which can
be mounted open or closed, even though

you are currently on your own at
supplying any internal detail, but

perhaps some enterprising
resin manufacturer may

come to the rescue.
Across the top of the
hull are six raised
strips which are
supplied as
beautifully thin
plastic sections, and
these will need

careful removal
from the sprues to
prevent damage.

The exhaust pipe and
muffler is a long assembly
that I modified by replacing the last
section with a piece of Albion Alloys
aluminium tubing, to give a realistically
hollowed-out look to the end. I used a mix of
Tamiya red brown and gunmetal to produce a
worn look, and this was then treated with a
light dusting of ‘Wilder’ rust pigments. This
was then put to one side to be attached after
the complicated camouflage pattern had
been added.

I replaced the kit’s gun barrel

with one from Lion Marc
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Modellers Masterclass
www.hlj.com

With the plethora of conversion

and accessory sets available to

the modeller, this series looks at

how to turn a base kit into a

completely new variant, or into

an upgrade of an existing version. David Francis looks at the 1:35

Takom St Chamond (Early) kit 
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modellers
masterclass
St Chamond (Early Type)
Manufacturer: Takom
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 2002

The muffler, with Albion

Alloys exhaust

First rate
engineering

and moulding,
excellent!

14-17-Masterclass-Chamond-1114-SMMI_Z-SMMI-2011-Master.qxd  09/10/2014  09:59  Page 15



Now I turned to the weaponry, which
consists of a Hotchkiss gun on each side and
the 75mm main gun. The Hotchkisses are
supplied complete, and are sandwiched
between two parts that make the ball
joint, which is then attached to the
square mounting points, which in
turn are attached to the hull. I

changed this slightly by
attaching the ball joints and
mounting plates without the
machine guns. After the

painting and weathering of
the main model was
complete I painted the guns
black before rubbing them with
graphite powder to produce a

nice gunmetal effect. 
Next I cut the complete guns in

half and attached the outer parts to the
ball joint from the outside, and in so
doing I prevented any chance of

damaging the scale-thickness barrels during
construction. The main 75mm gun is supplied
in two parts, and although I'm sure these can
be assembled easily, I decided to use an
aftermarket replacement from Lion Marc. 

With the main hull complete I now turned to
the lower hull and suspension, which takes up
eight pages of the instructions! To be perfectly
honest this was a little daunting, but I need not
have been worried as assembly of this section

was simple and aided by some clever
engineering. The only areas that needed any
filler were the barrels that are mounted front
and rear on the lower surface, and again all that
wass needed was a touch of correction fluid.

At this point I started the painting process,
and Takom supply markings for two attractive
but complicated paint schemes. ‘Chantecoq’
has a large cockerel on the front hull along
with its name, while ‘Fantomas’ carries its
name in red and white on the sides and front
hull. The colour scheme on both tanks is a

basic camouflage of Green, Grey
and Reddish Brown, over which has been

added a complex scheme of black patterns.
To be honest the kit instructions do not do
this scheme justice, but a quick search online
found a number of photographs, which were
a great help in trying to duplicate the
pattern. I applied the basic camouflage using
Tamiya XF-58/20 and 9 before hand painting
the black areas with XF-69 NATO Black. An
overall wash of MIG Productions ‘Dark Armour
Wash’ blended everything in and toned down
the brightness of the decals and hull colours. 

I now assembled the individual tracks,
which are made up of three parts, the pad
and two joining sections (one with a pin and

The complex,

yet straightforward

running gear
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Modellers Masterclass
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the other without). You can now
assemble the links together, attaching
the second mount to each link as you
progress. It felt that I spent as much time on
this process as I did on assembling the rest of
model as each pad has five attachment
points, two of which need careful cleaning up
before you progress. Once assembled, the
tracks were given a coat of my own rusty
metal track mix using Humbrol Rust with a
touch of Gunmetal, with the contact areas of
each pad being give a brush of MIG
‘Gunmetal’ pigment.

In many period photographs you can see
various packs stored on top of the St
Chamond, and I used some items from Value
Gear here, as I felt they added a more ‘lived in’
look to the model. Next I added lots and
lots of mud. Large clumps were made
from Tamiya’s
Textured Soil Paint,
to which I added
some CMK Dark

Earth pigment and gloss
varnish to try and represent wet

mud. This was then heavily applied to the
suspension and tracks. The final steps were to
apply the CMK Earth pigment all over the
lower areas and sides of the model as
photographs show just how dirty the St
Chamond was when in service. One last thing
to do, was to paint the Takom-supplied French
Tanker complete with ‘Chain Mail’ face mask
figure. The downside is that his the pose
shows him pointing into the distance, but
luckily I have fellow modeller who converted
the figure for me by changing the pointing
arm to one which has the hand resting on the
hull, to give a much more realistic appearance.
The figure was painted with various Tamiya
paints before I added a thinned dark wash,
which settled well into to all the details. 

I do think Takom could have ditched
one of the complex schemes for one

of the more simple camouflage patterns
applied to the St Chamond, which might have
increased its appeal to modellers - in fact as I
write Takom has announced a late version
with one such simpler scheme. This is an
impressive model with first rate engineering
and moulding, and it is really hard to find
anything I did not enjoy about the build! My

thanks to Philip Ware of Milton Keynes Scale
Model Club for his help in modifying the
figure, and helping me source the model.

You can see a video of the kit parts in
the ‘SMMI Portal’ at:

www.sampublications.com
www.takom-world.com
www.creativemodels.co.uk
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www.hlj.com

Modellers Masterclass

The attention to

detail is

superb
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F
ollowing on from the 1:35 Boxer build in the
September issue of SMMI, we take at look at the
1:72 version from Revell. The GTK Boxer is a
cooperative European MRAV designed to fulfill
many roles on the modern battlefield from APC

and logistics through to mortar carrier and infantry
fighting vehicle. 

These different roles are achieved by changing out the
rear modules to suit the task and this can be done relatively
quickly in the field. This build portrays a Boxer in an ISAF
camouflage scheme.

Tank Workbench
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The Tank
Workbench Series

Although the

interior cannot be seen

once complete the drivers cab is

detailed enough if you want to display the

interchangeable rear section 

The suspension is has some great detail and builds up easily

Each of the wheels are made up out from three-sections with some great

looking tread detail. Each wheel needs clamping whilst drying to eradicate

any gaps in the tyres

GTKBoxer
Field Work Finish!
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Tank Workbench

Kit Data
GTK Boxer
Manufacturer: Revell
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 03198

www.revell.de/en
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This is the twenty-second
article in this series

sponsored by Revell, where
we guide you through

building and painting one of
their 1:72 or 1:35 kits. Here

Leigh Jones takes you step-by-step through constructing and
painting their 1:72 GTK Boxer, and in addition to this, you can also
enter our exclusive Revell competition on page 20 to win a 1:72

Boxer, and build along with us.

The rear bed section builds up as

a kit in its own right!

The remote weapons

station needs some

care to be taken due

to the minute size of

some of the parts

The completed model ready

for painting

The first painting step was to apply an airbrushed coat of Vallejo primer….

….and then

the camouflage was

brush painted on using a mix of

Lifecolor UA303 Green and Dirty Hemp…….

….and this was followed by the second coat, a mix of Medium Brown, Earth

Yellow with a touch of Red 

…..followed by a base coat of

Lifecolor Dust…….

18-20-Tank-Workbench-REVELL-plus-comp-1114-SMMI_Z-SMMI-2011-Master.qxd  09/10/2014  10:05  Page 19



Following a gloss coat the decals were applied The rest of the details were hand painted-on
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Tank Workbench

Build Along with Revell

S
MMI, MMI, in conjunction
with Revell is giving you
the chance win one one
of their 1:72 GTK Boxer
kits, as featured in our

‘Tank Work-Bench’ article on
pages 18-20.
This gives you a unique opportunity read how how the Revell
GTK Boxer is built and painted, and then have the chance to
own the same kit and ‘build along’ following Leigh Jones’s
guidelines!

So, for your chance to ‘Build Along With Revell’ and win a GTK
Boxer to work with, just answer this simple question correctly: 

Which of these companies produce the Boxer?

A)  ARTEX             B)  ARTBOX             C)  ATREC

Competition Rules
Employees/volunteers working for Media House, Revell and associated companies or their families are not permitted to enter. Entries are limited to one per
person/household. No correspondence will be entered into. The judges’ decision is final. Winners’ names will be published in a future edition of Scale Military

Modeller International. All entries must reach Media House by 28th November 2014, when the prize draw will take place.

COMPETITION

1:72 GTK Boxer competition
Scale Military Modeller Magazine
Media House
21 Kingsway, Bedford. MK42 9BJ. Bedford

or email: clare@sampublications.com

Send your answers to...

Revell model kits are available from all good
toy and model retailers. For further
information visit:

www.revell.de/en

A panel wash was created with some ground black pastel, water and a drop of

washing up liquid to break the surface tension. With the gloss coat still on this flows

easily down the panel lines and this was then fixed into place with a matt coat

The weathering was started by mixing Lifecolor Earth Red and Earth Yellow and thinning

it heavily so fine coats could be built up. The wheels received a wash of Basic Earth oil

paint to accentuate the tread a little more
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EDUARD NOV RELEASES
BRASSIN  
635003 Bren Mk.I 1/35 .........................................£4.75
672053 German Submarine 10,5cm gun 1/72 Rev £9.25
LEPTY / PE-SETS  
36285 Achzarit basket 1/35 Meng ......................£11.50
36286 Achzarit TOGA armour 1/35 Meng ........... £15.00
36289 M4A1 Deep Wading Kit 1/35 Edu .............£15.95

MIRROR MODELS
MM35802 T969A Wrecker hard top.....................£49.99
MM35851 D7M Military Tractor .............................£TBA

ITALERI
IT5616 Vosper Crew .......................................£17.50
IT5618 PT-109 Crew.......................................£17.99
IT5619 St Nazaire Raid Vosper (new moulds) £99.99
IT250 M-36 B1 .............................................£24.99
IT6521 Road Block Accessories..........................£TBA

TAKOM
TAK2004 Leopard 1A5/C2 ....................................£TBA
TAK2005 German Civil Car w/Rocket .................£26.99
TAK2006 Super Heavy KV-5...............................£49.99
TAK2007 Japanese S.U.V ...................................£35.99
TAK2008X WWI MkIV Working Tanks..................£11.99
TAK2009 WWI Mark IV Female..........................£49.99
TAK2011 Skoda 30.5cm M1916 Siege Howitzer...£TBA
TAK2012 St Chamond Late ................................£52.99
TAK2015 WWI MkIV Tadpole.............................£57.99

DRAGON KITS
D6375 Pz IV Crew .........................................£13.25
D6387 Pz III Ausf L Late ................................£49.99
D6695 German Wehr Bivouac........................£16.99
D3548 M103 A1 Heavy Tank..........................£49.99
D3550 MBT 70 [KPZ 70].................................£49.99

D6789 M6 A1 Heavy Tank..............................£49.99
D6578 Stug III Ausf G 1943 ...........................£49.99
D6792 Panzer III Ausf F command ...............£49.99 
D6796 ISU-152 ..............................................£49.99
D3554 Saladin Armoured Car MkII................£49.99
D3549 M-103SA2 ..........................................£49.99
D6604 Panzer III Ausf M w/schurzen .............£49.99
D6759 Panzer T-34/85 (1944) .......................£45.99
D6794 SdKfz 7 (1943 prod)............................£49.99
D6795 10.5cm 18/40Howitzer w/crew..........£29.99
D6797 Panzer VI (P) w/zimmeritt..................£49.99

TAMIYA
32407 LRDG w/Masterbox figs ......................£25.99
35338 Toyota Model AB Phaeton (Jap) .........£21.50
35340 J/Pz Lang IV (70) ...................................£TBA
35341 Jap Army Fig set....................................£TBA
32580 1/48th Protze w/3.7cm Gun...............£17.50
32581 1/48th Daimler Dingo A/Car..................£TBA
32582 1/48 British M10 IIC Achilles ..............£16.50

TRUMPETER
TM430 US Army Stretcher Ambulance team ....£9.99
TM920 1/16th Panzer IV Ausf H ...................£199.99
TM01019 SS-1D Scud C missile & Launcher........£95.00
TM05515 9P148 ATGM.......................................£27.99
TM05522 T-64BV model 1985............................£39.99
TM05557 PLA Type 86A I.F.V .............................£27.99
TM05563 T-90C Welded Turret ..........................£39.99
TM05565 T-80B .................................................£44.99
TM05567 2S3 152mm S/P gun late....................£35.99
TM05572 JGSDF Type 73 Light Truck..................£24.99
TM05573 IS-4 Soviet Heavy Tank.......................£54.99
TM05581 T-80BVD .............................................£59.99
TM05582 Russian TOS-1 24 BMRL......................£57.99
TM01010 M-1082 LMTVT Med truck ..................£22.99
TM01014 BM-21 Grad late .................................£37.99
TM01016 Gaz-66 4x4 truck ................................£39.99
TM01533 BMP-3 North Korea ............................£29.99
TM01592 German SPW-70.................................£31.99

BRONCO MODELS
BM35125 CV3/33 Tankette series II early ...........£26.99
BM35143 Panzer 1 Ausf F (VK1801) ...................£31.99
BM35145 Buffalo 6x6 w/slat armour/spaced ....£phone
BM35163 1/4T Truck w/75mm Airborne How...£phone
BM35175 German Horch Early .............................£TBA
BM35188 Lloyd Carrier no 2 Mk II w/6 Pdr Gun ....£TBA
BM35195 A.S 51 Horsa MkI ...................................£TBA
AB3563 T97E2 Track links (M48/60)...................£TBA
AB3564 Soviet BT-7 Track................................£11.50
AB3565 T-80E1 Steel Track M26/46 ................£11.50
AB3566 T-84E1 Rubber Track M46/47................£TBA
AB3567 WWII Weapons/Equipment................£22.50

MENG MODELS
SS-006 M3A3 w/Busk III .................................£32.99
SS-007 Russian 9K72 Scud B .............................£TBA
TS-012 PzHaubitze 2000 s/p ..........................£39.99
TS-013 AMX-30 B2 .........................................£39.99
SPS-015 Modern U.S Personnel Equipment .......£7.99
SPS-17 Interior for M3A3 w/busk III ...............£17.99

AFV CLUB
AF35236 AEC Matador Early ..............................£49.99
AG35039 Nato 155mm How Ammo ..................£14.99
AG35042 M2HB.50 cal M/G Conv.........................£7.99
AF35265 Wiesel 1 T.O.W A1/A2 ........................£29.99
AF35274 Churchill Carpet Layer Type D.............£47.99
AF35277 IDF Centurion Sho’t Cal Dalet w/ram..£52.99
AF35288 Churchill MkIV AVRE w/Fascine 

carrier frame.......................................£47.99
AF35251 SdKfz 251/9 Ausf C early.....................£31.50
AF35239 AEC Matador Mid................................£49.99
AF35145 T-34/85 Mod 1944/45 Factory 

No 174 w/Int ......................................£42.99
AF35S82 NM-116 (M24 Chaffee) .........................£TBA
AF35259 Churchill AVRE w/snake launcher.......£41.99
AF35285 Churchill Funnie Carpetlayer ..............£47.99

HOBBY BOSS
HBB82602 1/16th T-34/85...................................£64.99
HBB83818 T-37 Early ...........................................£22.93
HBB83822 Swedish CV9030 IFV ...........................£29.99
HBB83824 Russian T-30S light tank.....................£22.99
HBB83861 Schneider CA Early.............................£future

MERIT MODELS
MM61601 1/16th K18 105mm German Cannon..£79.99
MM64801 1/48th U.S Elco 80’ PT Boat Late ........£69.99
MM63502 1/35th M-19 Tank Transporter soft cab.£TBA

VULCAN
VU56004 German Fuel Drums ..............................£TBA

PANZERWRECKS / CANFORA BOOKS
World of Diorama’s vol 1 .....................................£23.99
KV Tanks on the Battlefield .................................£23.99
Panzerwrecks 17 Normandy 3 .............................£17.00
Duel in the Mist 3 ................................................£36.99
Tiger on the Battlefield........................................£23.99
Der Tiger 1 Vol 1 Abt 501 (due Oct) .....................£24.99

L.S.A. Models
151 Sackville Road, Hove, East Sussex, BN3 3HD • Tel: 01273 705420

orders@lsamodels.co.uk • www.lsamodels.co.uk
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Tank Fight 1916

Western Front 1916

Tank Fight
The Dio-Armour

Series
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Dio-Armour

Andrea Miniatures

T
his impressive piece comes as six
resin and 101 white metal parts.
The resin parts make up the main
body of the tank and these are
very well produced with well

placed and easily removable casting gates.
A study of the instructions supplied is
definitely recommended due to the
complexity of the build, and I would also
highly recommend the purchase of the
Andrea Press book ‘Tank Fight 1916’, as
this fully explains the assembly of both
the tank and figures, along with some
great build, airbrush and painting
techniques.

After a trial assembly, I drilled and pinned
the tank side sponsons to the centre body
making sure the alignment was correct, so I
could take them apart for easy prepping and
painting, and the white metal steering
carriage, suspension units, main gun and
machine gun barrels, along with all the
hatches and doors were also readied. The gun
barrels placements in the side sponsons were
drilled out and then all of the white metal
parts were glued into place with superglue.
The hatches were then fixed to their

respective places, not forgetting to add
the crewman’s arm with pistol emerging

from the top hatch! The steering carriage and
wheels were sanded smooth and assembled
along with the suspension units, and the
main body and steering carriage were kept as
separate for easier painting.

I then test fitted the tank to its base,
which I had previously mounted onto a
varnished wooden board. With the tank now
set onto its base, the assembly of the figures
began, and once again some careful cutting

and filing soon had the figures ready for
gluing and trial setting onto the base.

Andrea have made it easy to place the
figures, as the base has ‘foot
recesses’ cast into it, so a quick
check on the instructions will get
the right figure in the right place.
All of the equipment and helmets
are supplied as separate parts for
easy prepping and painting. The
figures were then placed onto the
base and checked for position, and

once I was happy they were
drilled for pinning, and this

also helps as an aid to
holding the figures for

painting. There were
some more parts to add
now such as the barbed
wire and their uprights,
the trench sign and
not forgetting, the
trench rats!

Camouflaging the Tank!
Once the tank, figures and equipment were
cleaned, they were airbrushed with Aclad Grey
Micro Filler Primer and left for twenty-four
hours. While this was drying I made some
camouflage pattern masks by drawing side
and top views of the tank, and photocopied
these three times and then laminated them.
The camouflage pattern was then cut from
the laminated sheets and used as masks for
the airbrush work to follow. Using Andrea
Black, I pre-shaded the seams, doors, hatches
and tracks before applying thin coats of
Andrea Beige for the tri-colour camouflage
pattern. This camouflage was used by the first
wave of British tanks to the Western Front,
but was soon dropped as it became apparent
that the mud and open landscape rendered it
ineffective. But it does make for a colourful
scenario, so I went with the box artwork and
that in the Tank Fight 1916’ book.

The masks were then placed at the various
points on the tank and the corresponding
colours were airbrushed on, and once dry the
demarcation lines were drawn in with thinned
Andrea Black. 

Tank Fight 1916

Mark Dollery details the incredible

Andrea Miniatures 54mm Diorama Set.

‘Tank Fight on the Western Front 1916’

was inspired by a World War I event of a

hand-to-hand battle vividly portrayed in

an illustration by F Matanias, and reproduced by Andrea

Miniatures as a large and emotive 54mm/1:32 scene.

I applied the
Stormtrooper

three-tone pattern
to each helmet

The components of the Andrea ‘Tank Fight – Western Front 1916 Set’ – ready for painting

Kit Data
Tank Fight on the 
Western Front 1916

Manufacturer: Andrea Miniatures
Scale: 54mm/1:32
Kit Type: Cast resin, etch and white metal
Kit Number: S3-S04
Price: €385.00
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The rear of the tank and the steering
carriage were painted in a Battleship Grey
shade made from Andrea Navy Grey mixed
with Andrea Slate Grey. This was left to dry
thoroughly before a coat of matt vanish
sealed everything with a protective layer
ready for the decals. The weathering and
rusting consisted of thinned brown enamel
paint ‘stippled’ on using an old brush in

order to show rusting and damage. This left
to dry for fifteen minutes, then a
paintbrush dipped in white spirit and
dried on a paper towel was used in a

downward direction on the stippled
paint, and this had the effect of
adding stains and streaking down
the tanks and panel lines. I then
added various MIG Productions

pigments to further enhance the
weathering effect. The tracks and

machine guns were then undercoated
with Andrea Matt Black and then MIG
Productions Gunmetal weathering

powder was lightly dry brushed over the
surface to give a metallic sheen. Then a
much diluted dark blue wash was used over
the metallic powders to show the ‘blued’
appearance of the forged metal tracks and
machine guns. I then The MIG Productions
Rain and Weathering effects on various parts
of the tank to enhance the rivets and panel

lines, and further dirt and mud effects would
be added once the tank was fastened to the
base. I then added the few decals and let
them settle with some decal fixer. The tank
was then assembled, not forgetting to add
the arm protruding from the top hatch and
the steering carriage and suspension system.
Once these parts were set together the
steering carriage and suspension were
weathered in the same way as the rest of the
tank and would be later blended into the
final scene.

The Scenic Base
The resin base was added to its wooden
home and then sprayed with matt black in
order to give some depth, and additional
shades were added to portray the
battleground environment. The supplied
photo-etched barbed wire was heated up as
this makes it easier to bend and twist for a
more realistic effect. This was then added to
the uprights at the front of the diorama and
various metal and rust colours were added to
suit. The wooden defence structures were
then painted with numerous greys and
greens to give it an aged wood appearance
and a final wash of MIG Productions European
Dirt and Earth pigments completed the look.
The petrol can, the sandbags, the discarded
machine gun and ammunition box were
painted in various colours and weathered to
blend them into the scenery, and as a final
touch a ‘trench sign’ was added.

Figure Onslaught!
The German figures were undercoated with
the Andrea Field Frey Paint Set which gives
the base, highlight and shadow colours and
makes for an easy painting session. An
undercoat was applied with my airbrush and
this gave an even coat for the brush painting
to follow. The lighter shades were then
applied first and formed the uniform colours
and highlights. I then outlined each piece of
equipment, the belts and harnesses with
diluted Andrea Dark Green and added both
flow enhancer and retarder to make the
colours flow smoothly. Once all areas were
outlined, the shadows were applied as
required. The Andrea ‘Tank Battle’ book is a
good reference for all the figures. The
German figures are shown to have red seams
on their uniforms and here Andrea Dark Red
was applied and highlighted with Basic Red. 

The boots were undercoated with
black/brown and neat black was used to
shade and outline the seams and soles of the
footwear. Once the figures were added on
the base, further weathering would blend
them into the landscape. The face and hands
were painted with the Andrea Flesh Paint Set
and this was used on all the ten figures,
following the steps noted in both the paint
sets and the ‘Tank Fight’ book. The helmets
and equipment were first primed as per the
tank, and the gas mask canisters were

Dio-Armour
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The tank now sprayed with Aclad Grey Micro Filler Primer was left for twenty-four hours

Preparing and priming the figures
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Dio-Armour

painted in Andrea Confederate Grey with Dark
Grey chips applied with a thin mix of paint.
Once dry, thinned Andrea Black was used as a
wash over the gas mask canisters to give
some shadowing and wear to the finish. 

The helmets were base coated with Andrea
Field Grey and then I decided to paint them in
the German ‘Stormtrooper’ three-tone
pattern. This pattern was marked out, and
then Andrea Ochre Yellow and Basic Yellow
were mixed for the first colour with Andrea
Reddish Brown used for the final pattern.
Once these colours were dry, a thin matt
black outline was painted around each
segment as shown in period pictures of these
colourful helmets. 

The rifles and bayonet cases were painted
with various shades of brown, and in the case
of the rifles, a wood grain was added onto the
stocks with thin black and Andrea Brown ink
was then used to stain the finish. All the
metalwork was base coated Andrea Matt Black
and then pencil lead was used to give a
metallic finish to these parts. The British
Officer and crewman were painted separately
using Andrea English Uniform, with Khaki as
the highlight shade and by adding Andrea
Black to the base colour for the shadows. The
British Tankers coverall were a blue based
material at the start of the War, and various
blues were used to highlight and darken this
tunic. The reinforced leather helmet was base
painted with Leather Brown and highlighted
by adding Mid-Brown at the seams and edges.

Bringing the Scene Together
After this marathon assembly, painting and
finishing, it was time to put the various parts
together carefully. The tank was now epoxy-
glued into position and some light
weathering was added and I decided to be
light on the weathering, as these tanks were
brand-new when they arrived on the Western
Front. Next a light sponging of various earth
colours was stippled onto the panels of the
tank, and MIG Productions Acrylic Gel and
European Dirt pigment was mixed together
and applied to the tracks and onto the base.
More MIG Productions pigment powders were
then used to blend the tank and the mud
into each other and thus complete the base.
The German figures which are ‘on the tank’
were added first to prevent any accidents,
and this was done by drilling the tank at the
relevant locations, and then the
aforementioned figure holding- pins were
secured with epoxy glue. 
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Using Andrea Black the seams, doors, hatches and

tracks were pre-shaded………

…… and then a tri-colour camouflage pattern was added, using camouflage masks as described in the text……

MIG Productions armour Rain

and Weathering effects were

used on various parts of the

tank to enhance the rivet

detail and panel lines
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Dio-Armour

The helmets and equipment were first primed as per the tank, and the gas mask canisters were shaded using Andrea Confederate Grey, with Dark Grey chips applied using a

thin mix of paint

….. as was applied to the first wave of British tanks to the Western Front

The camouflage demarcation lines were drawn in using thinned Andrea Black

The rifles and bayonet cases were painted with various shades of brown, and in the

case of the rifles, a wood grain was added onto the stocks

The completion of this mammoth diorama
has been a proud achievement, and I would
like extend my gratitude to all who offered
their support, and in particular I would like to
thank to SMMI’s Editor for the chance to build
such a impressive piece, also thanks to Andrea
Miniatures providing for such an immense kit,
and to the great people of Historex Agents
for their excellent support as the exclusive
distributors for the Andrea Miniatures range
in the UK.

www.andreaeurope.com
www.historexagents.com
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See us at IPMS Scale ModelWorld, Telford, 8th & 9th November

M A T A D O R  M O D E L S
Ai r f i e l d  A c c e s s o r i e s

EXTENSIVE 1/76TH SCALE VEHICLE AND CONVERSION RANGES, FROM WWI TO THE 2000’S

plus: CIVVY STREET and ENGINEERING ranges. 1/144th scale AIRCRAFT COCKPIT DETAILS;
Range of small bases and scenery; Range of 1/72nd AIRFIELD FIGURES

Visit our website: www.matadormodels.co.uk
For full catalogue please send an A5 SAE or 2 IRCs to: 

MATADOR MODELS 6 Cliffe Road, Barton on Sea, 
NEW MILTON, Hants. BH25 7PB Fax: 01425 628219

and Airfield Accessories 1/48th. 1/72nd. 1/76th. 1/144th scale
ranges of British and German airfield vehicles and equipment including

ambulances, refuellers, tractors, G.S. and specialist vehicles, starter trolleys, etc.

1/76 Buffalo upgrade
1/76 Sherman DD

1/76 Universal Carrier deep
wading screens

1/76 REME M9 half-track

1/76 Priest Kangaroo

1/76
Scorpion/Scimitar

upgrade

NEW: B W Models Military Transfers
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Emhar

R
ecently I had the opportunity
to rummage through the
stash of a fellow modeller
who had recently passed to
the great kit factory in the

sky. My eye was immediately caught by a 1:35
scale Emhar Whippet, covered in dust, mostly
complete, but with a few seams that had not been
filled and a fair amount of gluey fingerprints. On a
positive note both the gun barrels and
exhaust pipes had been drilled out
and looked better than I normally
achieve! Despite its initially
unappealing appearance I was sure this
kit could be resurrected with a little bit of TLC
to a reasonable model.

Resuscitating the

Whippet
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1:35 Emhar Whippet

Kit Data
Mk A ‘Whippet’ WWI Medium Tank
Manufacturer: Emhar
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 4003

David Francis breathes new life into an old favourite! 
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1:35 Emhar Whippet
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My first task was to remove all the excess
glue and fingerprints using 1200 grit wet and
dry used wet, being careful not to damage
any of the numerous bolt heads. With this
task done I started to fill the obvious seam
lines; I used Deluxe Products'
amazing plastic filler, this white
filler is easy to apply with a
cocktail stick or old scalpel

blade and once left for a
few minutes is easily
removed with a wet
finger to leave a smooth

finish which rarely
needs any further
sanding. 

A quick coat of grey primer
followed to make sure that I had

not missed any seam or glue print,
fortunately I achieved a

good result first time so
could now move on to
adding some detail.

Looking at images
of real Whippets, most
have some form of
cladding wrapped
around the exhaust
pipes' mufflers. On this
model the exhausts were
firmly attached so I cut
some thin strips of Tamiya
tape and wrapped these around
the muffler pipes to reproduce the
‘lagging’ effect. The handles on the various
hatches on the engine deck are poorly
represented by plastic lumps, so I removed
these with a new scalpel blade and then
added replacements from Albion Alloys
aluminium rod bent into an ‘U’ shape for a
much better appearance.

Probably the worst feature on all of
Emhar’s World War I tank kits are the tracks,
as they are poorly moulded in black vinyl
that is resistant to adhesive, and are
stiff and do not want to conform to
the shape of the track runs.
Fortunately Accurate Armour have
produced a simple set of length
and link tracks which are
everything the kits are not, accurate
in shape and easy to fit to the model
with just minimal trimming to the kit's
drive sprockets.

With the construction complete I
could now look at paint schemes;

unfortunately all
of the kit's decals were
unusable as long term storage

had left them both cracked and
yellowed. This was a shame as

there were some interesting British
options, many with attractive red and

white identification markings. However,
there was one German option in an attractive
yellow, green and grey scheme, so I decided
this would form the basis of my model. I
started by applying an overall coat of AK
Interactive’s Dark Yellow primer followed by
Tamiya Grey and Dark Green applied freehand
with my Iwata Eclipse airbrush. 

The only decals I applied were four Maltese
crosses, as no-one wants to be driving

around in a former enemy tank without
making it very clear to your own gunners

who the new owners are! The Accurate
Armour tracks were painted using a 50:50

mix of Humbrol Rust 113 and Gunmetal 53,
and once dry AK Interactive Track Wash

was thinned by 40% with thinners
and applied with a large

brush. What I had
forgotten

was that Humbrol
paints are not acrylic

so this wash coat started
to remove the paint leaving the primer coat
visible, a quick touch-up with the base coat
was quickly carried out and once dry the
ridges on the tracks were dry brushed with
Pinnacle Pigments ‘Steel’ to produce a
pleasing worn effect. The same pigment was
also applied to the gun barrels which I had
painted with Tamiya matt black to give a nice
blued effect. To finish I applied a coat of MIG
Productions Dark Wash heavily thinned with
artists' white sprit to lift out the moulded-on
detail, and as this was drying, a brush dipped
in thinner was lightly pulled down the vertical
surfaces to produce a streaking effect. I had

decided that I wanted a fairly clean machine
so kept weathering minimal, though
bearing in mind the Whippet's normal
operating conditions you could really go
to town with the mud and dust.

I had been told that the Emhar
Whippet was a ‘bit of a dog’, but with
most of the construction already done
for me, I found it a pleasing model to
detail and I would certainly build
another. However, I would look to add
some of the aftermarket resin and
brass that have been produced for this
model over the twenty years since its

original release!
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1:35 Emhar Whippet
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Model Cellar
New from Model Cellar is a
resin trench crossing crib for
the World War I British Mk.IV
for either the Tamiya or Takom
Mk.IV Male or Female tank.
MC35105 Crib – Mk.IV Trench Crossing
Device

www.modelcellar.com

MiniArm 
As always there are some
mouthwatering new sets from
MiniArm including a new T-72B4
turret and a conversion set for
the BTR-82A.

35100 – Turret T-72B4 Conversion Set
35106 – Wheel Set for ZiL-131
35053 – Wheel Set OI-25 (Soviet Version) for
URAL Truck
35086 – ‘Kama’ Wheel Set for Ural Truck
35095 – Conversion Set for BTR-82A
35097 – Modern Workable Tracks Set for T-
72B2, T-72B4, BMPT
35098 – Drive Sprockets for T-72B2, T-72B4,
BMPT
35099 – Drive Sprockets for T-72A, T-72B

www.miniarm.com

Aoshima 
A new offering here
with a Japanese Type
74 Tank and a Type 73
Heavy Tank Transporter. 

009963 – JGSDF Type 73 Heavy Tank
Transporter and Type 74 Tank

www.aoshima-bk.co.jp

MMK 
New from MMK are two kits including
a Fordson W.O.A.2 and a Toyota SCV.
Both kits are resin and include etched
detail parts.

3024 – Fordson W.O.A.2 Utility Car
3031 – Toyota CLV Hi-Lux II

www.vt-models.cz

On the Side
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As always it is our intention to provide
our readership with the most up-to-date
and comprehensive survey of the
industry and its impending releases as
we can supply in print, and to this end
we rely largely on contributions and and
information recieved from outside
sources. In the interests of accuracy,
SMMI invites all manufacturers and
producers of kits, accessories,
conversions, decals and books to keep us
informed of their current and proposed
future releases, and let us have this
information, along with any high
resolution images, and we will
be glad to include them. Bearing

in mind the more the information
supplied, the more column space their
products will occupy in the SMMI News
Section. Any press releases, news
updates, product details and bulletins
should be sent direct to the Editor at
andyevans@sampublications.com for
inclusion in the earliest possible issue of
the magazine.
As ever there are plenty of new

products around to edify and excite, so
without further ado….here is the news!

Gary Hatcher

SMMI
CENTRE

Eduard 
New from our friends at Eduard

36271 - T-90 Update for Zvezda kit
36272 - Jagdpanther G2 Update for
Dragon kit
36273 - Tiger I Mid-Production Update
for Dragon kit
36276 - Tiger I-Mid production Fenders
for Dragon kit
BIG3581 - D9R Doobi Update for Meng-
Model kit
36266 – Nashorn Update for Tamiya kit
36277 - Nashorn Floor Plates and Ammunition
Boxes for Tamiya kit

36278 - Sd.Kfz.3b Maultier with FlaK 38 upgrade
for Italeri kit

www.eduard.com
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Hauler 
HLU35075 – Panzerfaust
with Box
HLU35074 – Valve Hand
Wheels

www.hauler.cz

Echelon
New 1:35 decal sets

AXT351027 - 24th Pz. Div. Panzer IIIs -
Battle of Stalingrad:
D356015 - ISAF Generic Markings 
D356168 - 11-4 Cav M113A1 in Vietnam
D356182 - 101st Airborne Humvees in
Iraq

www.echelonfd.com

Black Dog
T35120 ASLAV -PC Phase 3
for Trumpeter kit
T35121 M-151 FAV
conversion set for Tamiya
kit
T35122 M-109 A6 Paladin
accessories set for AFV
Club kit
T72077 Sd.Kfz.251
Accessories Set for Dragon

kit
T72078 Sd.Kfz.7
Accessories Set
for Revell kit
T72079 M-10
Accessories set
for UM kit 

T72080 Sd.Kfz 10 with Sd.Ah.32
Accessories Set for MK72 kit
D72021 Destroyed Jagdpanzer Base 

www.blackdog.cz

Minor 
AVM35072 – Canvas
Windows for Kübelwagen
AVM35077 – Tyre Chains for
Kübelwagen

www.minor-web.com

Gaso Line 
Three new conversions for 1:48
World War II kits here, including a
Hanomag Flamethrower
Conversion for the Tamiya kit
#32564 or #32566, and
Sd.Kfz.251/17 Anti- Aircraft set for
the AFV Club kit #48007 and one

for the Tamiya GMC
#32548 that allows
you to model an
M-27 Bomb Service
Truck. 

www.gaso-line.eu

On the Side Dragon 
Dragon is adding to their Black Label series
with a new 1:72 ‘Atomic Annie’ 280mm
artillery gun. The M65 was developed in the
1950’s and was primarily designed to deliver a
15-kiloton nuclear device. 

7484 – 1:72 Black Label Series - M65 ‘Atomic
Annie’ Heavy Motorised 280mm Gun

Also look out for a new 1:72 ‘Ka Mi’
Floating tank kit, based
on the Type 95
‘Ha-Go’ light tank.
Plus check put their
new small scale
Churchill ‘Funny’

7327 1:72 Churchill Mk.III AVRE

And in 1:35 we get a British
‘Conqueror’ and another
Jagdpanther!

3555 – British Heavy Tank
Conqueror – Black Label Series

6369 Jagdpanzer IV L/48 July
1944 Production w/Zimmerit

www.dragon-models.com

IBG Models 
Look out for another Bedford, this
time a Truck with the
Bofors Gun Tractor. 

35018 Bedford QLB
Bofors Gun Tractor

IBG has also announced three new
1:72 variants of the Diamond Truck

Diamond T 968 Cargo Truck
Diamond T 972 Dump Truck
Diamond T968A with
Asphalt Tank

And check out their
‘Wolverine!’
35032 KTO Rosomak Polish
APC ‘Green Devil’

www.ibg.com.pl

Military News
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Grenadier of the Russian Army, WWI
Manufacturer: Tartar Miniatures
Scale: 75 mm.
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: TR75-53

Price: £32.00

European Infantryman, 15th
Century 

Manufacturer: Tartar
Miniatures

Scale: 54 mm.
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number:
TR54-55
Price: TBC

Viking Warrior 
Manufacturer: Mercury Models
Scale: 75 mm.
Kit Type: Cast resin or white
metal
Kit Number: MER7503
Price: £33.50 (resin); £35.00
(white metal)

Minamoto no Yoshitsune
Manufacturer: Pegaso Models
Scale: 90mm.
Kit Type: Cast resin 

Kit Number: PEG-90917
Price: £178.00

www.elgrecominiatures.co.uk
sales@elgrecominiatures.co.uk

New from El Greco Miniatures

Please reserve/deliver* a copy of Scale Military Modeller International
on a regular basis, commencing with the .......................................... issue

*delete as appropriate

Title/Mr/Mrs/Ms
First name: ........................................... Surname: .........................................

Address:...........................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

Postcode:................................................................................

Daytime Telephone No: ...........................................................

To be sure of future copies of Scale Military Modeller International, 
fill in your details and hand this form to your newsagent
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True Earth 
A brace of new
weathering
products here with
two new ‘Dusty
Mud’ and ‘Dusty

Track’ filters.
Available individually or as new
set including include a bottle of

‘Fix and Wet’.
www.true-earth.com

AFV Club
A raft of new 1:35 releases

from AFV Club on the
horizon.

F35S55 - T-34/85
MODEL 1944 Factory

#183
AF35060 - M60A1 
AF35239 - AEC Matador
AF35265 - Wiesel 1A1-A2
TOW
AF35274 – Churchill
Carpet Layer Type D Mk.III 
AF35275 Wiesel 1 A1-A3 

AF35277 - IDF
Sho’t Kal Dalet with Battering
Ram 
AF35288 – Churchill Mk.IV AVRE
with Fascine 

www.afvclub.com

More MMK
MMK has also
announced two new
kits of the EPS Springer,

developed for the
British Army
and was used to support
troops in Afghanistan.

F3052 EPS Springer with M2
Machine Gun

F3050 EPS Springer plus Grizly 450

www.vt-models.cz

Takom
Look out for this beauty from
Takom! 

2011 – 1:35 Skoda 30.5cm M1916 Siege
Howitzer

www.takom-world.com

On the Side Orange 3D
Miniatures 
Something new here from Orange 3D with a trio of upgrade
sets available for the 1:72 Airfix Jeep. 

72-003B Jeep Super Detail Set
w/Airfix Willys Airborne
72-004B Jeep Ambulance
Conversion Set w/Airfix Willys
Airborne Jeep
72-005B Jeep Snow Chain and
Storage Rack Set w/Airfix Willys
Airborne Jeep

www.o3dminiatures.com

Balaton
Models
BM7252 - Vityaz DT-30-1 in 1:72 

www.balaton-
modell.gportal.hu

Ace Model
72543 - Cannon de 155 C Modele 1917
Horse drawn version of Schneider Gun

www.acemodel.com.ua

Panda
Hobby
35009 – Russian BMD-2 Airborne Fighting
Vehicle
35008 – Russian TOR-1M Missile System
16002 sIG33 15cm Heavy Infantry Gun

www.pandahobbies.com
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Voyager 
As ever etch-a-plenty here,
including some new updates
sets for the American M-103A1
and the Russian KV-5 and JS-4
and well as the IDF Sho’t Kal
and British Valentine.

PE35686 US M103A1 Heavy Tank
Basic for Dragon kit #3548
PE35698 US M103A1 Heavy Tank
Fenders for Dragon kit #3548)

PE35705 Russian
KV-5 (Object 225) Heavy Tank Basic for
Takom kit #2006
PE35706 Russian KV-5 (Object 225)
Heavy Tank Fenders for Takom kit
#2006
PE35708 Russian JS-4 (Object 245)
Heavy Tank Fenders For Trumpeter kit
#05573
PE35634 IDF Sho't Kal Gimel 1982 For
AFV Club kit #AF35267
PE35692 WWII British Valentine Mk.III
Infantry Tank basic w/Rota Trailer for
AFV Club kit #35201

www.voyagermodel.com

Tetra Model
Works 
Some great looking update sets here from
Tetra for the T-80U, T-72, T-90, TOS-1A, and
an etched set for the Meng-Model Pz.2000.

ME-35022 1:35 BMP-3 Basic Detail up set
w/Mudguard for Trumpeter kit
ME-35023 1:35 BMP-3 Basic Detail up set w/Slat
Armor and Mudguard for Trumpeter kit
ME-35024 1:35 German SPH Panzerhaubitze
2000 Detail-up set w/Mudguard for Meng-
Model kit ME-35026 1:35 Russian TOS-1A Detail up set

w/Side Skirts set for Trumpeter kit
MA-35007 1:35 Russian T-90A Side Skirts set for
Meng-Model kit
MA-35008 1:35 Russian T-90 Side Skirts set for
Zvezda kit
MA-35009 1:35 Russian T-72/T-90/T-90A Side
Skirts for Trumpeter kit
MA-35010 1:35 Russian T-80U Side Skirts set for
Xact-Scale Model Kit

www.facebook.com/tetramodel

Hobby Boss 
Nice to see another Achzarit on the
market, and this one will have etched
parts, correctly shaped road wheels and
lower hull. 

83856 – IDF Achzarit

Also look out for their new Hobby
Boss Swedish CV9035, complete with
Bushmaster III 35/50. 

www.hobbyboss.com
www.creativemodels.co.uk

04913 Hawker Hurricane Mk.I

04916 Messerschmitt Bf109EE

04916 Messerschmitt Bf109E

04912 Spitfire Mk.I

Visit our international web site at www.revell.eu
Revell GmbH, HP23 5AH.

Tel: 01442 890285. Email: ukbranch@revell.de
© 2013 Revell GmbH. A subsidiary of Hobbico, Inc.

All rights reserved. Trade enquiries welcome.

Available from branches of

and all good model stockists.

Also Available: 
04914 Hawker Typhoon Mk.IB
04915 Hawker Tempest Mk.V
04917 Focker Wulf Fw190-A8
04918 Junkers Ju87B Stuka
04919 Messerschmitt Me262A

04913 Hawker Hurricane M

PLASTIC MODEL KITS 

AT POCKET MONEY PRICES
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FIGURE NEWS
Presented by Rob Andrews
The world of the military figure
modeller has never been so
vibrant, with new
manufacturers coming on

stream and our favourite
players delivering some quite
outstanding full figures and

busts in all scales. So
without further ado here
is this months ‘Figure
News!’

Tartar
Miniatures

75mm Grenadier - Russian Army -
First World War

www.tartarminiatures.com

Dolman
Miniatures
1:12 Spanish and French
Cuirassier

www.dolmanminiatures.com

On the Side Andrea
Miniatures
Stormtrooper, 1917 
90mm White Metal Kit

www.andreaeurope.com
www.andreadepotusa.com

Mitches Military
Models
200mm Trooper, Scots Greys, Waterloo 1815 

www.mitchesmilitarymodels.co.uk
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Figure News

Chronos
Miniatures
Russian Palace Grenadier of Golden
Company, 1910-17
Scale: 200 mm
Kit Type: Cast resin

www.chronos-miniatures.com

Aureadomus
Miniatures
54mm French Zuave 1876

www.aureadomusminiatures.com

Elan 13 
54mm ’Dressed For Action'
- German Pilot World War I

www.elan13.co.uk

Adalbertus
120mm - Polish Soldier 1939

www.armahobby.pl

MiniArt 
This set of ‘Sitting
Passengers’ represent civilians from
the 1930’s and 1940’s, and would be
ideal for their ‘Tram’ kit.
38006 – Sitting Passengers 190-‘40s

www.miniart.com
www.creativemodels.co.uk

CGS Military
Figures
200mm Officer Empress Dragoons

www.cgsmilitaryfigures.co.uk
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Bravo 6
‘Fury’ on Film!
B6-35110 Tank
Crewmen 1944-
45 depicts another
two 1:35 tankers
from the movie ‘Fury’.

www.bravo6diorama.ru
www.fieldsofglorymodels.co.uk

Young
Miniatures
Greek Hoplite
Scale: 1:10
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: YH1839

www.young-miniatures.com

ACM Models
ACM 35011 - LRDG Crew
Cast in resin, the kit comes with three
figures including a driver, front
passenger facing rear with binoculars
and a Breda gunner.
75mm ANZAC Stretcher Bearer, Gallipoli

www.acmodels.co.nz

The Bodi 
35057 - Hungarian
L3/35 Ansaldo Driver
(for Bronco kit) 
35058 - Hungarian SPG
Officer
35027 - WW1 USMC
Officer and Soldier

www.thebodi.eu

Nuts Planet
1:10 Fallschirmjaeger

www.facebook.com/nutsplanet
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On the Side

Imperial
Gallery 
120mm Panzer Commander, Ardennes
Offensive w/Scenic Base

www.imperialgallery.co.uk

Jeff Shiu
Miniatures
1:16 Totenkopf, Kharkov 1943 #2

www.jeffshiu.lsft.com
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News from
Historex:

Greek Hoplite
Manufacturer:
Young Miniatures
Scale: 1:10
Kit Type: Cast
resin

Kit Number:
YH1839

Price: £46.00

European Heads (5) with Defined Irises
and Stubble Haircuts

Manufacturer: Hornet
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: HH/39
Price: £8.00

East Asian Heads (5) with Defined Irises and
Stubble Haircuts
Manufacturer: Hornet
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: HH/40
Price: £8.00

Sgt US Army ETO
Manufacturer: Verlinden
Scale: 1:16
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: 2793

Pioneer, 7th
Regiment of
Foote. Royal
Fusiliers, 1789 (New York)
Manufacturer: Art Girona
Scale: 70mm
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: AZ7039

Regimental
Sergeant Major.
6th (Inniskilling)
Dragoons, 1815
Manufacturer: Art
Girona
Scale: 70mm
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number:
AZ7041

Mitches Military Miniatures
British Infantryman, Lancashire
Fusiliers, Battle of the Somme
1916
Scale: 200 mm

www.mitchesmilitarymodels.co.uk

Tartar Miniatures
Grenadier of the Russian Army First
World War
Scale: 75mm

www.tartarminiaturs.blogspot.co.uk

Alexadros Miniatures
Paul von Hinderburg, 1914
Scale: 75mm

www.alexandrosmodels.com

Elan 13
I have a Cunning Plan
Scale: 1:12

www.elan13.co.uk

NS Prods
French Soldier, WW1
Scale: 1:9
Material: resin

www.n-s-prod.com

Model Cellar
WWI British Work Party 

Scale: 75mm

www.modelcellar.com

Imperial Gallery
WW1 German
Sniper

Scale: 120mm
Scenic trench backdrop included

www.imperialgallery.co.uk

Figures in Focus

Tommy’s War
The Christmas Truce, 1914
Manufacturer: Tommy’s War
Scale: 1:32
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: TW54S01
Price: £28.00

With the anniversary of the
outbreak of World War

One, Tommy’s War is offering
something that remembers the
outbreak of the War. ‘Christmas
Truce 1914’ is an interpretation
of that unique event that sadly
was not to last. The scene is

designed to reflect that man can put aside his
differences, and commemorates the men and
women of all nationalities that suffered
between 1914 and 1918. Tommy’s War was

inspired to create the scene from the
book 'We meet at Dawn Unarmed' the
diary of Captain Robert Hamilton of the
1st Royal Warwickshire Regiment, and
is designed as a historical interpretation
of an event, not a literal piece. The
scenic base shown is not included in
set TW54S01, but is available separately
as TW54D02.

www.tommyswar.com

by Mark Dollery

Up to now Stalingrad
has made their name

with some wonderful 1:35
World War II figures, but
now they have turned
their hand to World War I
with a superb series of
British figures.  

1100 - British Tank Corps,
WWI Big Set

The set contains five cast
resin figures.
These figures are also
available individually
1101 - British Tank
Crewman, WWI
1102 - British Tank Officer,
WWI
1103 - British Tank Officer, WWI
1104 - British Tank Crewman, WWI
1105 - British Tank Crewman, WWI

www.stalingrad.diorama.ru

Victoria's Heroes
A New Range from Tommy’s War
Officer, Grenadier Company, 42nd
Highlanders, Sevastopol 1854
Manufacturer: Tommy’s War
Scale: 54mm
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: VH54002
Price: £14.00

This new series from Tommy’s War focuses
on the British Army of the 19th Century,

and will go from strength to strength. This
figure is also at true 54mm, and as such
smaller than other Tommy's War offerings.

www.tommyswar.com

by Mark Dollery
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World War 1 Figures
Recent Releases

WWI Figures from Stalingrad
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Scale 75
Blaue Division 1943 German Soldier
Manufacturer: Scale 75
Scale: 75mm
Kit Type: White metal
Kit Number: SFD-003
Price: TBC

New from Scale 75 is this a German
Soldier from 1942 from what

looks to be the Stalingrad campaign,
The figure comes complete with
MG42 machine gun and a
suitably war weary expression.

www.scale75.com

A One-
Sixteenth
Stunner
Jeff Shiu
German 6th Army Stalingrad 1942/43-Part V
Manufacturer: Jeff Shiu Miniatures
Scale: 1:16
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: TBC
Price: TBC

This is another of the wonderful ‘In
Action’ series from Jeff Shiu, and

this figure really does capture the
moment.

www.jeffshiu.lsft.com

Hawk Miniatures
Two sparklingly colourful 1:12 resin

busts from Hawk Miniatures! Get that
gold paint and a steady hand ready!

French Drummer - 1812
Manufacturer: Hawk Miniatures
Scale: 1:12
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: TBC

French Voltigeur of the Guard - 1870
Manufacturer: Hawk Miniatures
Scale: 1:12
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: TBC

Black Dog
More 1:35 excellence from our
friends at Black Dog
F35117 - US Sniper
F35118 - US Sniper with Binoculars
F35119 - US Snipers Set
F35120 - British Paratrooper #3
F35121 - British Paratrooper #4
F35122 - British Paratroopers Set #2

www.blackdog.cz

On the SideStormtroopers
New from Stormtrooper Miniatures is the 90mm bust that

will form part of their ‘Direct Range’ and has been
sculpted by Antonio Meseguer

Lieutenant, Battalion Bombing Officer,
25th Northumberland Fusiliers, (2nd
Tyneside Irish) 34th Div 1916
Manufacturer: Stormtrooper Miniatures
Scale: 90mm
Kit Type: Cast resin and brass
Kit Number: SD90-01
Price: TBC

Sergeant Larry Ansell, 2nd Bn Parachute Regiment, Arnhem 1944
Manufacturer: Stormtrooper Miniatures
Scale: 90 mm
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: TBC
Price: TBC

www.stormtrooperminiatures.com

WWI British
Infantry Set
Manufacturer: Tamiya
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 339
Price: TBC

Ahandy set for those World War 1 dioramas from Tamiya and
included in some of their MK IV Tank kits! 

Thanks t The Hobby Company for the review samples
www.hobbyco.net

La Meridiana
www.meridianaitalia.com

Quite a stunning
new 200mm

resin bust from La
Meridiana
Miniatures featuring
a soldider from
‘Stalingrad’ looking
suitably cold!

Manufacturer: MJ Miniatures
Scale: 1:9
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: TBC
Price: TBC

This is another superb bust sculpted by
Chung-Sik Lee and full of character.

www.mj-miniatures.co.kr
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WSS Grenadier
in the
Ardennes, 1944

Ploegsteert 1914
Tommy’s War
Manufacturer: Tommy’s War
Scale: 1:32
Kit Type: Cast resin with etch
Kit Number: TW54D02
Price: £20.00

Designed to show figures in set
TW54S01, this base also suits

other figures in the Tommy's War
range as well as other ranges. It measures 60mm x
60mm and is cast in detailed resin and shows a
scene from ‘no man’s land’ in late 1914, and comes
with an etch sprue of barbed wire.

www.tommyswar.com

by Mark Dollery
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I
t's the time of year again when I'm
busy trying to pack everything I
need to take to Scale ModelWorld
into a car that's just too small.
Inevitably I end up taking less 'me'

stuff and more 'IPMS' stuff.
This year I have several boxes of IPMS-

branded china mugs and other merchandise to
squeeze (carefully) into a small hatchback along
with all my photography gear,
lights and stands. Then
there's my weekend bag,
models for the club stand,
models for the competition
(which are almost always the
the items that get left behind
because they are the only 'optional' items in the
inventory) and of course stuff for actually
constructing part of our club stand.

It's a chore and it's frustrating at times, but it
does mean that Scale ModelWorld is just around
the corner and despite all the angst that I have
to deal with before the event, I know I'm going
to have a good time. There is a list of models
that need to be completed (no chance they'll all
be finished but at least I can get some of them
sorted out), a list of people I need to contact,
lists of all the people needing publicity access at
various times and of course my shopping list.
It's the last item that is really important. 

I've tried over the years to avoid the
discipline of  having to write out a shopping list,
either because I don't want to feel tied down to
a structured buying programme, or because I
convince myself that I'll remember everything
I'm looking for. Inevitably I don't - and it's the
mundane items that you seem to forget. I need
to re-stock with Evergreen strip; my cyano glue
is nearly empty; new scalpel blades, replenishing
paint stocks - you get the picture.

This year there is something special on
display at Scale ModelWorld. I appreciate it may
not be as special to everyone as it is to me, but
we have a Chieftain AVRE on display. Tanks and
armoured vehicles are clearly my passion, but
combat engineer and recovery vehicles have
always held a special place in my affections.

It's twenty-three years since I last had the
opportunity to clamber all over a series of
Chieftain AVREs at Munster in Germany - they
fascinated me then and they still do so to this
day. The vehicles we saw had all come back
from Kuwait after serving in Desert Storm and
belonged to 32 Armoured Engineer Regiment.
They were scruffy, rusty monsters, still with
Kuwaiti sand clinging to their nooks and
crannies, but they represent British ingenuity at
their best - the equipment hampers covering
the turretless hulls were constructed from
Bailey Bridge components and powered by

hydraulic rams from M2 floating
bridges. Only around a dozen
were converted so to have one
of these on display at Telford is
something of a coup.

Then of course we'll have
some Daleks. These semi-regular

guests at Scale ModelWorld are always a popular
feature. In particular they seem to exert an
enduring fascination with our younger visitors
who follow them round, half-intrigued and half-
terrified. The guys who operate them are a
great bunch and help to make a great show
even better.

The core element of Scale ModelWorld is the
vast array of club and special interest group
displays. Some 150 individual groups will put on
their annual exhibition of models for the visitors
to admire. We estimate that these displays
contain over 4000 models. That's in addition to
the 1,000 or so competition entries by
modellers from all four corners of the globe.
One very special display will the large First World
War display. Organised by our WWI Special
Interest Group and pulling in models from
throughout the Society, this is set to be an
immensely impressive display.

Without the traders, the event would not
have half the attraction. Again, we will be
welcoming well in excess of 150 different
companies, from small one-man decal and
accessory producers, the large corporate
manufacturers and importers. As with previous
years, those traders hail from as far afield as
Japan and Canada, with many European traders
making return journeys to add their weight to
the large contingent of UK-based purveyors of
all that is good within our hobby. 

Finally, there are the people, both the
thousands of IPMS Members from around the
world and also the huge number of non-
visitors. Without you guys, the show wouldn't
exist. Without you guys, the atmosphere, the
excitement and the expectation wouldn't be
there. 

Scale ModelWorld means many things to
many people but ultimately it is the greatest
social event in the modelling calendar - a
chance to meet up with old friends, to make
new ones and to discuss the business of
modelling at whatever level you feel
comfortable with. We call Scale ModelWorld the
greatest model show in the world. It's probably
the biggest. It may or may not be the best, but
what it definitely achieves each year is being the
most enjoyable modelling weekend you are
ever likely to experience.

www.ipmsuk.co.uk

Membership
Details

Membership of IPMS (UK) offers you
six high quality magazines per year;

access to our decal bank, instruction library
and technical advisory service; discounts at a
number of well-known retailers, including
online traders and free entry to Scale
ModelWorld. Membership is open to
anyone, regardless of skill level and with no
requirement to belong to a Branch.

Membership Secretary:
For further information about IPMS (UK)
please write to Colin Marrow, enclosing
three first class stamps. You will receive an
information pack including a
complimentary copy of our in house
magazine within ten days.

Colin Marrow
2 Kenilworth Road, Cubbington, Leamington
Spa, Warwickshire, CV32 7TR

membership@ipms-uk.co.uk

Membership Subscription Rates 
UK Membership is now £23 per year
European is £30
Rest of the World is £35
Adult members may add family members
living at the same address at a cost of £5
each for the first two, free thereafter. 
We also offer a UK Junior membership for
people under eighteen which costs £10.
You can also now join online at
www.ipmsuk.co.uk/join.php

Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope or International Reply Coupon in all
postal correspondence if you require a reply.

IPMS (UK) Website
The Society has an online presence at
www.ipms-uk.co.uk which provides
information on all our Branches, Special
Interest Groups, Events and Executive
Committee as well as details of how to
join us. We also maintain a web forum
accessible from the website. The forum is
open to IPMS Members and non-members.
Anyone can view the forums, but you
must register online before you can take
part in them.

www.ipmsuk.co.uk
www.smwshow.com

Presented by John Tapsell

Telford Time Again!

IPMS UK Report www.ipms-uk.co.uk
IP
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The IPMS (UK) Column
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Background

B
orn of the need to break the
domination of trenches, barbed
wire and machine guns over the
battlefields of the Western
Front, the Mark I was the

world's first tank to enter combat. It was
the first vehicle to be named ‘tank’, a
name chosen as an expedient to maintain
secrecy and to disguise its true purpose,
and was developed to be able to cross
trenches, resist small-arms fire, travel over
difficult terrain, carry supplies, and to
capture fortified enemy positions. It is
regarded as successful in many respects,
but suffered from many problems owing
to its primitive nature. Armament was
naval 6-pounder guns and machine guns.

The Mark I entered service in August 1916,
and was first used in action on the morning
of 15 September 1916 during the Battle of
Flers-Coucelette, part of the Somme
Offensive. With the exception of the few
interim Mark II and Mark III tanks, it was
followed by the largely similar Mark IV, which
first saw combat in June 1917. The Mark IV
was used en masse at the Battle of Cambrai.
The Mark V, with its much improved
transmission, entered service in mid-1918.
The unusual rhomboidal shape was to give as
long a track run as possible to allow for
crossing the wide trenches prevalent on the
Western Front battlefields.

The Mark I was a development of ‘Little
Willie’, the experimental tank built for the
‘Landships Committee’ and designed in
response to problems with tracks and
trench-crossing ability discovered during the
development of ‘Little Willie’. A gun turret
above the hull would have made the centre
of gravity too high when climbing a German

trench parapet, so the tracks were arranged
in a rhomboidal form around the hull and
the guns were put in sponsons on the sides
of the tank. The reworked design was also
able to meet the Army requirement to be
able to cross an 8ft wide trench.

A mockup of Wilson's idea was shown to
the ‘Landships Committee’ when they

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

World War I – British Heavy Tanks

An early model British Mark I ‘Male’ tank, named C-15, near Thiepval, 25 September 1916. The tank is fitted with

the wire ‘grenade shield’ and steering tail, both features discarded on the next models
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viewed the demonstration of ‘Little Willie’. At
about this time, the Army's General Staff was
persuaded to become involved and supplied
representatives to the Committee. Through
these contacts Army requirements for
armour and armament made their way into
the design. The prototype Mark I, ready in
December 1915, was called ‘Mother’

(previous names having been ‘The Wilson
Machine’, ‘Big Willie’, and ‘His Majesty's Land
Ship Centipede’). ‘Mother’ was successfully
demonstrated to the Landships Committee
in early 1916; it was run around a course
simulating the front including trenches,
parapets, craters and barbed wire obstacles.
The demonstration was repeated on 2

February before the cabinet ministers and
senior members of the Army. The Landships
Committee was reconstituted as the ‘Tank
Supply Committee’ and the first order for
tanks was placed on 12 February 1916, and a
second on April 21. Fosters built thirty-seven
‘Male’, and the Metropolitan Carriage,
Wagon, and Finance Company, of
Birmingham, 113 (thirty-eight ‘Male’ and
seventy-five ‘Female’ versions), making a
total of 150. 

The Mark I had a low centre of gravity and
long track length, able to negotiate broken
ground and cross trenches, and the main
armament was carried in sponsons carried
on the hull sides. The hull was undivided
internally; the crew shared the same space
as the engine. The environment inside was
extremely unpleasant; since ventilation was
inadequate, the atmosphere was
contaminated with poisonous carbon
monoxide, fuel and oil vapours from the
engine, and cordite fumes from the
weapons. Temperatures inside could reach
50 °C and entire crews lost consciousness
inside the tank or, sometimes, collapsed
when again exposed to fresh air!

To counter the danger of bullet splash or
fragments knocked off the inside of the hull,
crews were issued with leather-and-
chainmail masks. A leather helmet was also
issued, to protect the head against
projections inside the tank, and gas masks

Mark I series tank and crewman at Thetford in ‘Solomon’ camouflage

German forces using captured British Mark IVs during the Second Battle of Marne 
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were standard issue as well, as they were to
all soldiers at this point in the war. The side
armour of 8mm initially made them largely
immune to small arms fire, but could be
penetrated by the recently developed
armour-piercing K-Bullets There was also the

danger of being overrun by infantry and
attacked with grenades. The next generation
had thicker armour, making them nearly
immune to the K-Bullets. In response, the
Germans developed the 13.2 Mauser Anti-
Tank Rifle, and also a ‘Geballte Ladung’
(‘Bunched Charge’) – several stick grenades
bundled together for a much bigger
explosion. A direct hit by an artillery or
mortar shell could cause the fuel tanks to
burst open. Incinerated crews were removed
by special ‘Salvage Companies’, who also
recovered the damaged tanks.

Steering was difficult, controlled by
varying the speed of the two tracks. Four of
the crew, two drivers and two ‘gearsmen’
were needed to control direction and speed,
the latter never more than a walking pace. 

As the noise inside was deafening, the
driver, after setting the primary gearbox,
communicated with the gearsmen with
hand signals, first getting their attention by

hitting the engine block with a heavy
spanner. For slight turns, the driver could
use the steering tail: an enormous
contraption dragged behind the tank
consisting of two large wheels, each of
which could be blocked by pulling a steel
cable causing the whole vehicle to slide in
the same direction. If the engine stalled, the
gearsmen would use the starting handle – a
large crank between the engine and the
gearbox. Many of these vehicles broke down
in the heat of battle making them an easy
target for German gunners. There was no
radio and communication with command
posts was by means of two pigeons, which
had their own small exit hatch in the
sponsons, or by runners, and also lamps,
flags, semaphore, coloured discs, were part
of the standard equipment.

When first deployed, British tanks were
painted with a four-colour camouflage
scheme devised by the artist Solomon
Joseph Solomon, however they were quickly
covered with mud, rendering elaborate,
camouflage paint schemes superfluous, and
in late 1916, the Solomon scheme was
abandoned and tanks were painted with a
single shade of dark brown. At the rear of
the tank, a three, four or five-digit serial
number was painted in white or yellow at
the factory. At the front there was a large
tactical marking, a prefix letter indicating
the company or battalion, and a number.
Some tanks had their tactical number
painted on the roof for air recognition, and
later, vertical red and white stripes were
painted on the front to aid recognition after
the Germans began deploying captured
British tanks. Tanks were often given
individual names and sometimes sported
them, and a small handful was known to
have carried artwork. The first tanks were
added, as a ‘Heavy Branch’, to the Machine
Gun Corps until a Tank Corps was formed on
28 July 1917. 

Mark IV tank C14 photographed with German forces after the Battle of Cambrai

A British tank destroyed by the Germans in the Western Front during WWI
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Meng Model

F
or most people the British
Rhomboid Tank is the main image of
an armoured vehicle of World War I,
so when Tamiya announced that
they were producing a Male Mk.IV

many modellers were pleased - but then a
follow up announcement that the tank was
going to include a motorised option that
was less welcome! I was fortunate enough
to get a production copy of this new
Tamiya kit ahead of its UK release, and it got
me thinking of a way of using the
motorised feature in a different way.

The Tank
On opening the box you are confronted
with a large amount of tan plastic,
which shows the normal level of
detail that you would expect
of a Tamiya kit. You also get
a set of metal gears,
screws and a small
electric motor

together with a small decal sheet supplying
three marking options. The most impressive
thing though is the tracks, and after recently
struggling with a number of separate link
sets, these were a revelation! I started by
clicking a few links together before I
started the model and in about

WWI British Male Tank Mk.IV
Manufacturer: Tamiya
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 30057

Going Nowhere – Slowly!
David Francis provides and unusual way of displaying 1:35 Tamiya Mk IV British Tank

Scale Military Manual – Mk IV British Tank Build
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ten minutes later I had two
complete sets of tracks each

containing eighty-seven links. For the rest
of assembly, all I can say is that this is Tamiya,
so you know it is going to be simple. The
only thing that is time consuming is
removing and assembling the fifty-four
wheels, and these are supplied in two styles
which are assembled from 324 parts. 

Once you have assembled all the wheels,

these are then located onto the inner
fuselage halves, which come with moulded
axles. There is a set sequence for the
assembly of the two styles of wheels, which is
fully explained in the instructions, but it is

very easy to get confused, so go slowly
and refer to the instructions often. Once
all the wheels are in place they are
sandwiched between the one-piece
inner section and the three-part
external section. The detail on all the
external sections looks to be very
accurate, with numerous exposed bolt
heads beautifully reproduced, and a

number of items are designed to be
removable using poly-caps to enable you

to gain access to the motorised parts of
the kit if needed. 

The only area I found a bit problematic was
the 6in gun armament. These are supplied
with complete breach, which is the only
internal detail supplied, although this is
invisible after completion. The complete guns
and shields are attached with a poly-cap
enabling you to move the gun within the
sponson, but I found that as there is no
attachment to hold the upper part of the
gun shield in place, the upper part of the
shield could move backward leaving a gap. So
I decided to sacrifice the ability to move the
guns and attach them firmly in place.

Now the ‘love it or hate it’ feature of this
kit is that it can be motorised, so it can roll
around your workbench. Now Tamiya has

Scale Military Manual – Mk IV British Tank Build
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been producing motorised kits for decades
and have it down to a fine art, and with the
exception of a small switch on the underside
their is no external sign that the kit has
working tracks. One of the less obvious
changes is that the idler and drive wheels
can be changed from the plastic ones which
are supplied on the sprues but marked ‘not
for use’, to four multi-part pieces made up
from a hard plastic core with a pair of metal
discs with teeth. These are attached using
metal axles and some cap screws, which
holds it all in place, but also allows a small
amount of adjustment to tension the tracks.

Grease is also supplied for you to add to the
guide teeth to ensure hours of smooth
running. The motor and battery box are
supplied as two separate items which are
secured along with the pre-wired on/off
switch, and the batteries can be accessed
after assembly through the large side
sponsons, which again are held in place by
the normal Tamiya poly-caps.

Painting and Decals
The kit supplies a colour mix to produce the
brown shade from Tamiya paint which most,

if not all Mk.IV tanks were painted
in. I had however, recently

received AK Interactive’s
WW1 British Tank Set,

which included the now out of favour Moss
Green, and a colour they call ‘Clay Brown’ for
use on tanks captured by the Germans.
Markings are supplied in three options, and
ironically all of these were examples captured
or disabled on the battlefield. My choice was
‘Hyacinth’, one of many tanks to carry names
of wives and girlfriends in to battle. Tamiya
decals have come on tremendously in the last
few years so now they are almost as good as
aftermarket examples and works well with
Micro-Sol and Set solutions. Once the decals
were applied I applied my favourite AK
Interactive washes before blending them in
with a coat of Alclad matt. Finally I used some
Dark Earth pigments to add a layer of mud
around the tracks and along the sides of the
tank. Now to think of a way of using the
motorised feature in a slightly different way
from what Tamiya intended! 

The base
My idea was to use the motorised feature

to make the tank look like it was
moving, but actually it was going

nowhere. I started by asking a
friend who does

woodwork to make

Scale Military Manual – Mk IV British Tank Build
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me a ‘wedge-
shaped’ base,
and to this I
added
modelling clay
to the upper
surface. As this
was curing I
placed the tank in
position and then
carefully removed the
clay from the area were the
track would be. This revealed a
smooth surface onto which the
tracks would slide, as well as making
the tank look like it had sunk slightly in
to the mud. Next I had to stop the tank
moving, and for this I used a length of Albion
Alloys metal rod which was inserted in to a
hole, drilled dead centre and towards the
front. Once fully bonded into position with
two-part epoxy I built up the groundwork so
only the top of the rod was visible. Next I
drilled a reciprocal hole in the bottom of the
tank to receive the end of the
aforementioned rod. Then I produced a
muddy looking surface by mixing together a
selection of Tamiya brown shades, combined
with Dark Earth pigments mixed with AK
Interactive Wet Mud until I was happy with
the effect. The flat front edge I wanted to
dress like the front of a trench section,
which I reproduced with wooden
‘restaurant-style’ coffee
stirrers. These were cut in
to approximately six-

foot scale lengths and then
glued onto the front of the

base with PVA, and
painted in varying

shades of grey
before a
selection of
black/grey and

green washes were
applied to give a real

weathered and battered
look. To add a touch of colour I

used a sign from Italeri at the front
of the trench. 

Then I added some scale barbed-wire, and
after dipping them into some Master
Products Blackening Agent, this instantly gave
a natural effect, which was further enhanced
with some rusty shades of paint and
pigment. I then glued the barbed wire onto
the base, but in hindsight it would have been
better to sink it in to the clay slightly before it

had set, as it had the tendency to
‘ping’ off! Finally the grand unveiling -

would it work? Well I think it looks quite
effective, and if you want to see the

model in action then go to the SAM
Publications website and visit the SMMI

Portal where you will find a video of the tank
‘in action’, going nowhere fast!

Conclusion
I really enjoyed building this Tamiya tank and
with its working features it certainly looks
very effective on its base. However I am sure
many will prefer to wait for the inevitable
non-motorised version, which will surely
follow at a lower price. And personally I hope
they follow this release with a Female or a
Hermaphrodite, with the 6in Male sponsons
on one side, and the Female machine gun
sponson on the opposite side.

Our sincere thanks to Peter Binger of the
Hobby Company for supplying the review
sample ahead of its UK release.

www.hobbyco.net
www.akinteractive.com
www.albionalloys.co.uk

**If you are coming to Scale
ModelWorld in November, I hope to have
the tank on the SAM Publications stand -
although I cannot promise all the barbed
wire will make it!**

Mk IV British Tank Build
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Scale Military Manual - 1:35 and 1:76 Scale Plans

British Mk IV Tank ‘Male’
with 6 pdr Guns

Front View

Top View

Rear View

Scale: 1:35
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Scale: 1:76

Side View
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Scale Military Manual – Across the Trenches Build

Airfix Kit A02337
Mk.I Female & Mk.III

T
he World War 1, Mk.I Female Tank
was a welcome addition to the
Airfix range as the original Mk.I
Male Tank has been available since
1967!  It comes as no surprise to

find the box contains all the sprues from
the Mk.I Male tank with a new sprue
containing a pair of sponsons for
mounting the Vickers machine guns. The
sprues are crisp and free from flash, which
implies the old moulds have been
upgraded and whilst the level of detail is
not as great as on more modern offerings,
it is certainly acceptable. The kit is
however, full of inaccuracies and is neither

an Mk.I or Mk.II but a curious hybrid of the
two. Although first released when
information was sparse, it is still curious
that Airfix got it so wrong. David Fletcher
from the Bovington Tank Museum relates
that the Airfix Mk.I was actually modelled
on the Mk.II, which was then known as

HMLS Dragonfly. When being measured
up, the tank was masquerading as a Mk.I,
complete with tail wheels, an original
male sponson on the left and a female
sponson on the right – and Dragonfly was
not even a typical Mk.II as it had been
modified in various respects to serve as a
Supply Tank. Despite the inaccuracies, the
Airfix WWI tank makes a good basis for all
versions from the prototype ‘Mother’
through to Mk.III and for the purposes of
this section I will be building both a
Female Mk.I and Mk.III.

The Mk.I  
Cab: The cab here is too narrow and the
addition of some plastic card to the sides will
overcome this. Once fixed, next the roof
needs to be replaced but retain the hatch. I
did this with a piece of thin plastic card but it
would be just as simple to smooth over the
roof and fill and sand. Two holes were also
drilled in the cab roof and two stalk-like
periscopes added.
Exhausts and Hatch: The exhaust (Part 47) is left
off and the holes slightly widened. A small
hatch with hinge detail needs to be added to
the right of the last exhaust vent, and these
vents need plastic card baffles adding.
‘Cheese Dish’ Turret: This needs to be cut away
and the gap filled with plastic card. I also
inserted a small piece of plastic card under
the hole, filled it with Milliput and then
smoothed.  
Tail and Rear Hull: The tail needs a little re-
working and some small plates adding  to
replace Part 38 in the kit.The Mk II was only used for training

Across the Trenches
By Tom Cole
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Grenade Mesh: To stop hand grenades lodging
on the roof, a small ‘tent-like’ structure
covered in mesh was added to some early
tanks. The success was probably limited as
not many tanks carried this protection after
their first few engagements. 

The instruction sheet includes a full five-
view disruptive camouflage painting guide for
an ‘A’ Company Heavy Machine Gun Corps
Mk.I Female used in 1916, unfortunately the
colour scheme does not match those on the
box lid and the Humbrol colours suggested
just don’t look right. I painted a camouflage
pattern as seen in the New Vanguard book on
the Mk.I Tank.  

Mk.III
Cab: The cab is correct for this version, as
before a new roof is needed, and retain the
hatch. A small hole was drilled in the front of
the cab between the visors and a scratch
built Lewis machine gun in a ball mounting
was added. Two more holes were drilled in
the cab roof and periscopes added. I then cut
an oblong hole at the driver’s position and
added a visor made from plastic card and set
in the open position.
Exhausts and Hatch:  The exhaust, (Part 47) needs
to be left off and the holes slightly widened,

and the vents should be
surmounted by triangular plastic card baffles.
Tail and Rear Hull: The tail needs to be left off
and the hydraulic gear confined to the spares
box and the holes for the hydraulic gear
filled. 
Sponsons: Most of the Mk.III Females carried
Lewis machine guns in a small sponson that,
together with a small pair of doors
underneath fitted in the orifice of the original
frame. This can be scratch built but I found
that the sponsons in the Emhar Female Mk.IV
kit fitted the bill. 
Rivets: The rivets on the Airfix tank are the
wrong spacing for the Mk.I and Mk.III.  They
could be scraped off and replaced by ones
that are more accurate.  The inaccuracies are

not that obvious and I chose to leave them.
The early tanks that arrived in France had

some fairly exotic camouflage with various
colours in a variety of schemes. However, very
quickly the tanks became covered in the
Flanders mud and later schemes were an
overall khaki brown and only the training
tanks used at Bovington were painted this
way. A large number ‘24’ was added as the
only marking.  

Both tanks were photographed using the
‘WD Figures' and this is an excellent range and
ideal for use with the Airfix WWI tanks. 

Scale Military Manual – Across the Trenches Build

More of the excellent WD figures are shown here sand bagging in front of the Mk.III

Mk.III with revised

sponsons from Ehmar kit

The Mk.III in its

primer coat

The MK II was built for training but some were rushed

to the Front as a desperate measure
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Scale Military Manual – Great War Warriors Build

Airfix Kit A01315 
Mother to Mk.I

D
espite its inaccuracies, the Airfix
World War I tank makes a good
basis for all versions, from the
prototype ‘Mother’ through to
the Mk.I.  

Converting to ‘Mother’
Cab: The conversion of the Airfix WW1 tank to
‘Mother’ is a straightforward and simple
conversion with most of the changes needed
to the roof of the tank. The cab is too narrow
and the addition of some plastic card to the
sides overcomes this. Once in place the roof
hatch needs to be replaced with a new roof. I
did this with a piece of thin plastic card but it
would be just as simple to smooth the roof
and fill with Milliput.
Exhausts and Hatch: The exhaust (Part 47) is left
off and the holes slightly widened.  A small
hatch with hinge detail is added to the right
of the last exhaust vent.

Cheese Dish Turret: This needs to be cut away
and the gap filled with plastic card. I choose
to insert a new section of roof and added
some homemade rivets from thin plastic rod
with the end heated to make the rivet shape.
Roof Panel: The last roof panel needs to have a
mesh scribed into it to represent the engine
cover.
Tail and Hull Rear: ‘Mother’s’ tail has only two
springs each side so a total of four were cut
away. The vents on the rear of the hull need to
be smoothed away and a small square placed
in the area.  The tail has some small additional

plates added to replace Part 38 in the kit.

Painting: ‘Mother’ was finished in a light grey
with a white nose with the white extended to
the inside of the track horns. The tracks were
painted a dull metallic grey and the whole tank
was given a much thinned wash of dark umber
with a light dry brushing to highlight details.

The Mk.I 
One of the best known pictures of a Mk.I is of
the tank without sponsons being loaded onto
a railway flat truck in Foster’s works in Lincoln.
The first tanks left the works with Cyrillic
script on the side stating ‘With Care to
Petrograd’ – part of an attempt to disguise
the real final destination of these ‘Water
Tanks’. The conversion of the Airfix tank to a
Mk.I was a little more complex than the one
to produce ‘Mother’ as with the sponsons left
off you have to build a replica of the tank’s
innards. A real life example of this (albeit a
Mk.II) is available at Bovington as the tank in
the ‘Tank Story’ is displayed with the sponson
removed so that the insides, with crew can
be examined.  
Conversion: The conversion is very much as for

‘Mother’ with the addition of plastic card
baffles over the exhaust vents. The

engine was assembled from
scrap plastic and brass tubing
to replicate the cooling pipes
and starting handle. A small
piece of balsa wood was used
to depict the primary gearbox
cover between the engine and
the differential driving axle.  
Painting: The Mk.I was painted in
the same grey as Mother and the

famous inscription was
reproduced after many hours of

On ‘Mother’ The cab is too narrow and the addition

of some plastic card to the sides overcomes this…

Great War Warriors
By Tom Cole
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‘Mother’ was finished in a light grey

with a white nose with the white

extended to the inside of the

track horns

…and once

in place the roof

hatch needs to be

replaced with a new roof

Scale Military Manual – Great War Warriors Build

‘Mother’, primed and

ready!

The tracks were painted a dull

metallic grey and the whole tank

was given a much thinned wash

of dark umber with a light dry

brushing to highlight details

The Mk.I conversion needs the

addition of plastic card

baffles over the exhaust vents
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Mother and

Mk.1 together

The anti-grenade screen and tail wheels were both found to be ineffective and soon discarded

trial and error; white inks and white Letraset
were tried but the best results were achieved
with a ‘000’ brush and thin acrylic white. The
inscription was applied to the nose on both
sides. There are photographs of the
inscription being applied further along the
hull. Weathering was kept to a minimum as
the tank was depicted leaving the factory. 

Chronology
January 1916: Based on experience with “Little
Willie” Foster’s Ironworks of Lincoln assemble
and test “Mother”
February 1916: 100 tanks ordered by  the Tank
Supply Committee; 77 built by Metropolitan
Carriage, Wagon and Finance Company of
Birmingham and 23 at Foster’s in Lincoln.

April 1916: Further order for 50 more
placed with Metropolitan.

First tanks classed as Mk.I. Not enough
6pdr guns to go round so 50% would be

armed with heavy machine guns 
September 1916: 100 additional tanks ordered for
crew training.
Late 1916: Mk.II and Mk.IIIs delivered. First
deliveries began with nine training tanks
being dispatched to Bovington.

The Mk.I was painted in

the same grey as Mother
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WWI Walk-Around
Darren Baker provides close-up images of the Mk IV currently on display
at the Tank Museum in Bovington

Scale Military Manual – Walk Around
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Model Cellar
WWI resin figures and accessories in a variety of scales
meeting the needs of aircraft, armor and figure modelers

1/35 WWI figures & accessories for Mk.IV, FT-17 &
St.Chamond From Takom, Meng & Tamiya:

1/16 scale figures for Takom FT-17:

BONEHEAD
MODELS

75mm WWI figures:

1/25 scale for Zundapp and Pz.II from TASCA:

MC35105
CRIB – Mk.IV Trench 

Crossing Device
$15.50 USD

MC35118
French Tanker #2

COMING SOON
$18.50 USD

MC12006
LTC Patton

Muese-Argonne 1918
$28.50 USD

MC75002
WWII British
Artilleryman
$39.00 USD

MC75004
WWII British
Work Party
$39.00 USD

MC75006
WWII British

Trench Raider
$39.00 USD

MC12014
WWI French Tanker

$34.00 USD

By Mike Good
1/9 scale
(200mm)
$110 USD

WWII SS Squad
Leader – Russia

1941

MC25011
WWII German

Motorcycle Riders
$41.00 USD

(Motorcycle riders and Panzer Crew figures also sold separately)

MC25014
WWII German

Panzer II Commander and Crewman set
$41.00 USD

MC35102
WWI British Infantry advancing

$22.50 USD

MC35119
WWI French Tankers
– St Chamond Crew

2 half figures
COMING SOON

$22.50USD

MC35117
French Tanker

(includes alternate head/helmet)
$18.50 USD

THE

To place an order and to see more please visit our website:

www.ModelCellar.com
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LKW 2t. tmil gl
(UNIMOG)
Revell
Manufacturer: Revell
Scale: 1:35

Kit Type: Plastic
injection moulded
Kit Number: 03082
Price: TBC

Rob Andrews
This is another of Revell’s
new-ish takes on German
Army transport with the

LKW 2t. tmil gl or UNIMOG. In
1978 the first of about 12,000

UNIMOG's (UNIversal MOtor-Gerät)
were delivered to the Federal
German Army, where they were

known as the 2t tmil gl truck, and
this extremely versatile cross-country
vehicle designed for military
requirements is used by all the armed
forces. It is armed by an MG3 on
rotating mount. The Revell kit comes
with rubber tyres, a detailed drivers
cab and gun mount, a realistic
tarpaulin cover and a detailed chassis.
Thanks to Revell for the review
sample.

www.revell.de/eng

New Track Sets
Friul Model
More big-box, white metal excellence
from our Hungarian friends at Friul!

M46/M47 Patton and M26
Pershing Type T84E1
Manufacturer: Friul Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: White metal
Kit Number: ATL-156
Price: TBC

Abrams M1A1/M1A2
Type T158
Manufacturer: Friul
Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: White metal
Kit Number: ATL-158
Price: TBC

Lowe/Bar Tracks
Manufacturer: Friul Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: White metal
Kit Number: ATL-154
Price: TBC

www.friulmodel.com

On the Side

German Self-Propelled Howitzer

Meng-Model
Manufacturer: Meng-Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
with etch
Kit Number: TS-012
Price:  £39.99

Keith Forsyth
The Pz2000 is the German Armies Self-
Propelled Howitzer and came into service in
2004, it has a crew of five and a self-loading
sell system, capable of firing L15A1 shells
up to 30km and rocket assisted
projectiles up to 40km. The Meng-
Model kit comes in the now standard
box with a large colourful picture on
the front, and inside you have
six individually sealed sprues, an
upper and lower hull, the turret,
a set of poly caps a couple of
etched pieces and clear parts, a
set of decals, a box which
contains three bags of tracks (a
guide is attached to sprue J to
help in their construction) and
another box with the large
metal turned barrel. Colours are
for three German vehicles, one Dutch
and a Greek variant, but be aware the Greek
version has a few differences to the others,
one being a set of side bins on the turret.

The sprues are produced in a green plastic
and as we now come to expect from Meng-
Model have a high level of detail and you only
have to look at the hull to see that a lot of
effort has gone into this kit, even down to
some fine anti-slip sections. Looking through
the instructions the build itself look quite
straightforward with the tracks possibly being
the main time consuming part, as they are
created from three-pieces joined together. I
guess in the end you could get away with not
creating a full run, as the top parts will be
hidden once the model is

finished,
but I will know

more once I actually
begin to build it. The wheels

are two piece affairs with a poly cap
sandwiched between them and suspensions
is shown as moveable.

The turned metal barrel is a nice touch as
is the addition of etched parts for the baskets.
The towing ropes are produced as string, but
these could easily be replaced with copper wire
if required, but no doubt the aftermarket will
provided additional parts in the future. What is
missing from the included etch is some fine
chain for the smoke dischargers but that a
minor thing and easily fixed.

All in all it looks like another fantastic release
from Meng-Model who are rapidly becoming
the experts in modern subjects, with each
release not only being something new and
exciting, but also step-up in quality.

Thanks to Meng-Model for the review
sample.

www.meng-mdel.com
Meng-Model kits are available from

Creative Models
www.creativemodels.co.uk
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Wheels
- Ford V3000
SKP Model
Manufacturer: SKP
Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: SKP 247
Price: TBC

This is another of SKP’s excellent
wheel sets, cast in medium blue resin
and very well detailed. You get seven
pieces with excellent tread patterns
throughout.
Thanks to SKP for the review sample

www.skpmodel.eu

TPz 1 Fuchs
EloKa, Hummel, ABC Spurpanzer
Revell
Manufacturer: Revell
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 03139
Price: £11.99

Al Harper
This is another
boxing and
variant of the
Revell Fuchs or
‘Fox’ and more
than 1000
examples have been delivered to the
Bundeswehr since 1979. This lightly
armoured, all-wheel drive and
amphibious transport vehicle has
proven itself in numerous conflicts. The
Fuchs can be fitted with various role
kits depending on its required task, and
the EloKa Hummel (Bumblebee) role fit
has a distinctive antenna array on its
roof, and the corresponding jammer
disrupts enemy communications. The
NBC reconnaissance role fit is used to
detect nuclear and chemical warfare
agents. The special shape of the NBC
Tail allows sampling from within the
vehicle whilst maintaining full NBC
protection.
Thanks to Revell for the review sample

www.revell.d/en

On the Side

Trumpeter
Manufacturer: Trumpeter
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 01014
Price: £34.99

Keith Forsyth
The Russian army has used truck mounted
rocket launchers with great effect for many
year, they were used with devastating effect
during World War II on the Russian front, and
were a cheap and mobile artillery resource.
During the Cold War this mobile rocket
artillery was still prevalent and the BM-21 has
been in use now for over forty-years and
mounted on various different military trucks
and will still continue to be part of their
military arsenal for a few more years.

The Trumpeter kit has the BM-21 rocket
launcher mounted on a Ural 4320 Truck
carried on eleven sprues, a single clear sprue,
a piece of etched parts, a small set of decals
along with rubber tyres. The instructions
follow the usual format starting with the
main chassis and slowly
building it up, and the
bonnet can be left
open to show it off,
and I would suggest
surfing the Internet
for some decent
references here. A
lot of parts go
into building up
the chassis but it
looks at first
glance that the

front wheels are set straight and a little work
may be required to turn them, which is a
shame really considering how many parts go
into building the suspension.

The cab is multi-piece and will require
painting before gluing it all together; a small
decal is provided for all the dials on the
dashboard. The instructions call out an
interior grey but again check any references.
With the cab and chassis done the
instructions move on to the actual rocket
pods at Step 24, and this looks again like a
quite complicated section and will need a
time and patients to get through. Looking
over all the parts they are up to modern
standards as you would expect from
Trumpeter, all nicely produced and no signs
of any flash or warping to be seen. The

painting guide show two different
variants, one in a solid green colour
and the other is a lighter green and
sand camouflaged version. This is
another fine release by Trumpeter
and one I am looking forward to
building.

Our sincere thanks to Creative
Models for providing the
Trumpeter review sample

www.creativemodels.co.uk

French Super Heavy Tank Char 2
Meng-Model
Manufacturer: Meng-Model
Scale: 1;35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: TS-009
Price: £35.00

One of the most recent offering from
Meng-Model is this superb 1:35 French
Super Heavy Tank Char 2C The kit consists
of 544 parts, including parts on sixteen

sprues with150 track parts. There are
some ten etched pieces and slide-mold
technology has been widely applied to
greatly improve the precision of parts as
well as simplify assembly steps. 

Thanks to Creative Models for the
review sample

www.creativemodels.co.uk

Russian BM-21 Grad 
(Late Version)

PREVIEW
S
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Bedford UBRE
Manufacturer: Accurate Armour
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Multi-media
Price: £150 – EU - £125

Alvis Stalwart UBRE
Manufacturer: Accurate Armour
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Multi-media
Price: £145 – EU - £120.83

Foden DROPS UBRE
Manufacturer: Accurate Armour
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Multi-media
Price: £250 – EU - £208.33

www.accurate-armour.com

Soviet JS4
Heavy Tank
Trumpeter
Manufacturer: Trumpeter
Scale: 1:35

Kit Type: plastic
injection moulded
with etch
Kit Number: 5573
Price: £34.99

Al Harper
For those modellers who like
these Soviet Behemoths,

then this will be a hit! Late in
the Great Patriotic War Soviet

designers were looking at even
more capable designs to keep
abreast of German developments

and one such design was the JS-4 (IS-
4), which was essentially a stretched
JS-2 with one additional road wheel on
each side, along with some
engineering improvements gleaned
from captured Panther tanks. While
the design passed testing and
production was approved in 1947, less
than 260 were built due to speed and
mobility problems. Like many failed
designs, JS-4s were shipped off to
Siberia and the Far Eastern military
districts for service. Trumpeter has
done a good job in filling another gap
in the world of Soviet Heavy Tanks. The
kit is moulded in light gray plastic and
come on thirteen with upper and
lower hulls, and upper and lower
turret halves. You also get ten sprues
containing the tracks a small etched
fret and a turned metal barrel. 
Thanks to Creative Models for the
review sample

www.creativemodels.co.uk

Workable Tracks
Bronco
New from
Bronco is
another of
the superb
styrene
workanle
track sets, this time
for the M46 and M47
and is an ideal
companion for those
modellers building a
Korean War  version as
this set includes the
late-strylwe sprockets
for the M46

T84E1 Workable Track Set (Rubber Type)
Manufacturer: Bronco
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: AB3566
Price: €15.00

www.cn-bronco.com

On the Side

Tamiya
Manufacturer: Tamiya
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection
moulded with etch
Kit Number: 25714
Price: TBC

Gary Boxall
This latest 1:35 offering from Tamiya of this
iconic tank is in collaboration with Asuka
(formerly Tasca) who provided the moulds.
Produced in a green styrene with sharp detail
and no flash, this kit has approximately 230
parts plus seven in clear plastic, over fifty
etched and a set of vinyl T62 tracks. Also
included are poly caps for the suspension and a
set of nicely printed decals, and the original
Asuka instructions have been replaced by new
ones redesigned by Tamiya themselves.

As well as the Asuka tank commander figure,
there is also the added bonus of Tamiya’s six
figures ‘British Infantry on Patrol’ set.

Assembly of the kit is certainly as good as
any of the modern Tamiya kits thanks to its
excellent moulding and engineering. The
suspension units are particularly well done and
can be made to fully articulate, and its
interesting to note that Tamiya make no
mention of the tiny twelve rivets that Asuka
have you add to each road wheel (even though
they are included on the suspension sprues)
and you get for fit solid spacers rather than the

foam pieces usually used (these
are again included but not
indicated).

The lower hull is of the ‘flat
pack’ variety but goes together
perfectly and accepts upper hull
without any issues at all. Weld
seams are nicely done but they

are missing from the hull sides so you’ll need to
add these yourself. You get sand shields but
these are rarely seen on combat vehicles so fit
just the etched mounting rails instead. You do
however; get the ‘boathouse’ mounting
brackets which are a nice touch.

The turret is a standard low bustle type with
the added loaders hatch and two types of
armoured radio boxes and alternative cheek
armour depending on which vehicle you are
building. The 17pdr gun is split into two sides as
is the muzzle break but careful sanding should
hide any seams – or use one of the excellent
turned metal barrels on the market. Markings
are supplied for four vehicles – two British units
in Normandy, a Polish Firefly in the UK prior to
D-Day with an Italian based NZ vehicle set in
1945 as the final option.

All in all this is a cracking version of this
famous Commonwealth tank and with the
additional figures it is fantastic value for money.

Thanks to The Hobby Company for the
review sample

www.hobbyco.net
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British
Paratroopers
w/Small Motorcycle
Tamiya
Manufacturer: Tamiya
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: plastic
injection moulded
with etch
Kit Number: 35337
Price: TBC

Andy Renshaw
The Welbike was originally
developed for the British
Special Operations Executive
(SOE). Between 1942 and 1943,
around 3,600 motorcycles were
produced, and were largely
distributed to the 1st and
6th Airborne divisions.
Thanks to their
folding
mechanism, they
could be packed
snugly into small
containers and air-
dropped so that
the paratroopers
could use them upon
landing.  Tamiya has done a
great job with a simple, yet detailed
model of the Welbike along with four
figures.  This is an all new ‘Tamiya’
tooling, and not a reboxing.  Within
the box you receive two sprues, which
are duplicates of each other, which
contain the parts for the two bikes and
figures.  Alternate arms and heads are
provided to make four different
figures.  Of note is the inclusion of a
small etched fret for the spokes and
drive chain.  A forming tool is included
among the plastic parts to assist in
shaping the spokes and fitting them to
the wheel.   Also as a bonus, the
instructions provide direction to make
the motorbike in either deployed or
stowed position.  
Overall, this is a real gem from Tamiya,
and with the overall quality and detail
being high, as well as the renown near
perfect fit from Tamiya offerings, I am
sure this will be a hit among modelers!  
Thanks to The Hobby Company for the
review sample.

www.hobbyco.net

On the Side

After Drop Accessories Set
Black Dog
Manufacturer: Black Dog
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: T35111
Price: TBC

Andy Renshaw
For those who like their
vehicles loaded to the gills
with stowed items, you won’t want to pass
up this latest release from Black Dog!
Designed for the new Bronco

Airborne Jeep kits with 10cwt
trailer, the set comes with
several resin castings that are
‘drop in’ to load up the jeep.
Castings are perfectly cast and
very nicely detailed. Looking at
the gear included, it all appears

to be appropriate.  The large round tube is
for a Welbike, but I imagine they found their
way to other uses. The trailer and jeep cargo
area are all solid one piece castings, while the
canvas cover, square drop container, and seat
cushions are separate parts.  I personally
prefer some more separation of parts, as you
pretty much can only use the two larger

castings ‘as is’ with no room for
variation. There are no painting

instructions, so you are on your
own for colors. Overall a nice set

to fill up an airborne jeep.  
Thanks to Black Dog for

the review sample
www.blackdog.cz

Italeri
Manufacturer: Italeri
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 7512
Price: £12.00

Tom Cole
The ‘88’ is one of the iconic weapons of World
War II, and found fame when used in the
anti–tank role on all fronts from the invasion
of Poland to the Battle for Berlin. This latest
kit from Italeri is unashamedly aimed at the
Wargamer - as the box front proclaims it is
‘Wargames Approved.’ The box contains a
single sprue to make a ‘fast assembly’ FlaK 37
with eight figures that make up the gun crew
in Afrika Korps uniform. Assembly is simply a
case of putting the seventeen parts together
in sequential order and the fit is so good that
you only need a little glue to keep everything
together. There are no decals in the kit – even
though the box art does show ‘kill rings’
typically seen, but there is a colour painting
guide on the box but this refers mainly to
painting the figures.   

The intricate parts that would be
vulnerable to handling on the ‘miniature
battlefield’ are helpfully moulded onto the
gun; however, the detail is crisp and generally
well presented. No running gear is provided
so the model is built in the firing position,
but undoubtedly the best feature of this kit is
the crew. The eight different poses are well
sculptured and nicely detailed, with four

figures are holding 8.8 cm rounds and one is
supplied with a separate rangefinder. There is
a nice officer figure in a ‘hold fire’ pose with
neck shades attached to his hat and another
figure resting binoculars on his chest.  The
set is completed with a seated figure that fits
directly onto the assembled gun.  

The gun itself is not as detailed as the latest
offerings from Revell and Zvezda in this scale,
and I believe Italeri have missed a trick by not
putting two guns in the box. At £12 a kit, to
find only one sprue in the box is ultimately
disappointing – particularly as the Zvezda kit is
a little over half the price and has much more
detail, albeit with only four figures. This kit
offers Wargamers a reasonable looking version
of the famous ‘88’ with a good sized DAK
crew, however, modellers looking for more
detail are better served by the same gun from
Revell or Zvezda.  

Thanks to The Hobby Company for the
review sample

www.hobbyco.net
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Panda Hobby
David Francis
M-ATV MRAP With CROWS II RWS
Manufactuer: Panda Hobby
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: PH-35007
Price: TBC

A superb looking modern warfare edition is 
en-route from Panda!

Cougar 4x4 MRAP
Manufactuer: Panda Hobby
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: PH-35003
Price: TBC

www.panda-hobby.com

Super-Sized
Soviet

HobbyBoss
Soviet T-34/85
Manufacturer: HobbyBoss
Scale: 1:16
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 82602
Price: TBC

Considered by many as ‘possibly
the best tank of World War II’, the
T-34/85 was fast, maneuverable
and hard-hitting. Appearing in
huge numbers from early 1944.it
led the assault on Germany until
the end of the war; when it was
widely exported to many
communist nations. The major
change in T-34 production after
1943 was the arrival of the 85mm
(3.34in) gun T-34/85, which had a
new three-man turret and a larger-
diameter turret ring. Both the T-
34/76 and /85 were built in parallel
until mid-1944, when production
of the former stopped after
35,099 had been completed. This
huge kit from HobbyBoss will
certainly attract attention as its
sheer size has to be seen! We look
forward to a full build in a future
issue.
Thanks to Creative Models for the
review sample

www.creativemodels.co.uk

On the Side Vallejo 
New World War II Wargames Paint Sets

British Paint Set
Set Number: 70153

Six Colours and an Application Guide for the
uniforms of the British Army in World War II.

German Infantry
Paint Set
Set Number: 70154
Six Colours and an
Application Guide for
the uniforms of the
German Army in World
War II.

German Armour
Paint Set
Set Number: 70155
Six Colours and an
Application Guide for
the Vehicles of the
German Army in World
War II.

German SS Paint
Set 
Set Number: 70158
Six Colours and an
Application Guide
for the uniforms
of the German SS
in World War II.

Soviet Paint Set
Set Number: 70159
Six Colours and and
Application Guide for
the uniforms of the
Russian Army in World
War II.

US Infantry Paint
Set
Set Number: 70160
Six Colours and an
Application Guide for
the uniforms of the US
Army in World War II.

Infantry Basic
Paint Set
Set Number:
Eight Colours and an
Application Guide
needed to complete
the painting of all the
World War II forces.

Vehicle Basic
Paint Set 
Set Number: 70157
Six Colours, two
washes an
Application Guide to
complete the

painting of the armored vehicles deployed in
World War II.

German Field Grey
Uniform Set 
Set Number: 70181
Eight Colours with step-
by-step instructions
from Jaume Ortiz.

Waffen-SS Camouflage 
Set Number: 70180
Eight Colours with step-by-step instructions
from Jaume Ortiz.

Previews

New MRAP & Cougar
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Eduard
Manufacturer: Eduard
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with
etch

Kit number: 3715
Price £38.00

This new armour kit is
basically the Academy

offering but with Eduard etched
add-ons, and as such went

together as I would expect any
Academy kit to do - easily. The fit was
great and the instructions were very

easy to follow, you just need to just
ensure that you cross reference the separate
Eduard instructions as you build, so that you
don't miss adding the plethora of
mounting brackets, and other
etched upgrades that are
supplied. The only area to
watch, apart from this is
the alignment of the

torsion bar suspension. This is not too
difficult, but care will be needed to get them
all straight and level. The tracks are link
and length and have nice details and
fit well onto the wheels and
sprockets. There are no major
issues as to the details either,
with some of the etch raising
the whole level of the finished
model. The etched metal covers
on the grilles are a very nice
addition, although this area
needed some supports made from
plastic rod, not supplied in the kit.
This was no big deal as the fine

replacement brackets improve
the finished product. The only

issue is the same one I had
when I first previewed the

kit, in that although the
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Eduard

additions
are nicely done

I don't think Eduard
have included enough to

make this kit a real ‘must-have’.
Most of the etched parts add the

detail in very small doses, some are hidden
should you choose to close up the hatches
and some are not. That said, and etched parts
are usually a worthwhile improvement over
the plastic ones. 

The same applies with Eduard’s decals,
there are three beautifully depicted colour
marking diagrams in the instructions, but two

of them, including the one I went

with, don't require decals and the third only
has two decals to add. I started the painting
process with a layer of primer followed by a
three-tone camouflage which was
airbrushed-on freehand. As there were no
decals I went straight to the weathering stage
with an enamel filter followed by a dusting of

thinned acrylics. Then I added a few
layers of various earth tone
pigments, building up the effect,
especially around the running gear.  

All in all this was an enjoyable
build with some nice additions from

the Eduard camp but the kit could have
been lifted even further by some
replacement fenders or perhaps some steel

tow cables, which are areas that would
have made the model really stand
out. A great kit, but also a missed
opportunity.

Thanks to Eduard for the review
sample.
www.eduard.com

by Leigh Jones
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Tamiya
Manufacturer: Tamiya
Scale: 1:48
Kit Type: plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 79
Price: TBC

The ‘Deuce and a Half’ Airfield Fuel
Truck was developed in 1943 from

the GMC CCKW chassis and saw
extensive service in all wartime

theatres. It was ideal for
frontline units with its 750
gal capacity and ability to
refuel dispersed aircraft

through an onboard engine-
powered pump, being used

mainly for filling the fuselage and
main wing tanks of larger planes.

The build begins with the chassis,
springs and drive train components,

which all fit perfectly. Next, and after
painting, the wheels are assembled with
the front and spare wheels having a ring
insert for part of the tyre. This only
faces outward on the spare but is not at
all noticeable, such being the quality of
the fit. Glazing to the doors can either
be fixed or left off depending on
individual choice for rolled up/down
windows. I fixed them in as the cab
interior isn’t particularly noteworthy for
detail. The parts for inside the cab
comprise the bench seat, steering wheel and
gear levers but no pedals. There is a decal for
the instruments that is welcome, and
obviously if you intend painting the inside of
the cab do it before closing it all up. The two
sides for the engine compartment are fixed
to the one-piece cab/bonnet moulding at
which point the windscreen is fixed into place
from the outside. I was happy with the clarity
of the clear parts and they all fitted very well.
Before attaching the radiator grille the
mudguards and headlights are fitted which
include clear parts for the lenses. Again
painting these parts is necessary before fixing
the grille. 

The instructions show the doors being
fitted next, but I left them off until later to
reduce the chance of ‘glue on the fingers’
spoiling them whilst tackling the more fiddly

aspects of the build, particularly being wary
of sorting out the flexible fuel hoses. These
are very good and comprise a hollow length
of vinyl tube into which is inserted a length
of enamelled wire to help the hose keep its
shape. The two hose reels are fitted enabling
them to independently rotate so you usefully
can determine at a later date how long the
hose to the refuelling figure needs to be.
After inserting the wire into the tube and
cutting equal lengths, one end is superglued
to the centre of the reel and then coiled
around. The instructions show very clearly
how this can be best done for each reel.
Once this is sorted the assembly is fixed onto
the bed of the fuel tank body in such a way
that each reel rotates independently. This

enables the end of the forward reel to be
attached to a fixed nozzle inside the hose
compartment whilst the other reel can be
rotated to give the chosen length to the
nozzle held by the figure. 

The body of the fuel tank is assembled and
the access doors to the hoses are fitted in a
variable open position, again dependant on
where you want to place the figures... one of
whom is depicted in the box art leaning on
one of the doors. The cab assembly and the

fuel tank assembly are now fitted to the
chassis plus some incidental parts such as
mirrors, spotlight on the tank top, (again
with a clear part for the lens), and the
spare wheel to the rear. The truck is now
complete leaving only the figures and
connection of the hose to be done. I
chose to paint the figures before deciding
where to put them, but did opt to attach
both to the vehicle with a dab of glue as it
was a review of the kit rather than a
diorama including an aircraft. Overall I can
honestly say there were absolutely no
problems throughout the building of the
kit. No filling, sanding or filing was
required and all parts fitted perfectly. This
is particularly noteworthy regarding the
chassis and wheels as the model sat
squarely on all of its six wheels making the
model look just right. 

Paint-wise the colours are extensively
noted throughout the build with Tamiya

paint references, but given the generic
American World War II vehicles these are easily
replicated with most other brands. After two
coats of gloss varnish to reduce silvering I
applied the decals which mostly settled very
well with a spot of softener. I did, however,
give up on the six small white decals for the
ends of the front bumper bar and two for the
rear, as with their backing they were slightly
too big to knit together so I just masked and
painted the areas with white paint. My truck
also has an identity of AF instead of AD as the
front AD decal mysteriously disappeared along
the line. Once the decals were set I
overpainted with a coat of matt varnish and
then added some weathering with Humbrol
washes and powders. 

I can heartily recommend this kit without
reservation as not only does it go together
easily and without problems, but it’s a joy to

concentrate on the expected
challenges of the construction

rather than those created by
poor design or manufacture.

The finished product looks
great on its own but using
the figures in an airfield
diorama setting with a 1:48
scale aircraft would bring it

even more to life. 
Thanks to The Hobby

Company for the review sample
www.hobbyco.net

by Clive Duckworth
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Dragon – ‘Black Label’
Manufacturer: Dragon – ‘Black Label’
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit number: 6789
Price: TBC

This kit shows its Dragon lineage
throughout. The quality is exactly what I

have come to expect from Dragon, with
excellent detail, great casting and terrific
parts fit. Another slightly less welcome
Dragon characteristic is the mislabeling of
parts on the instructions, something I
comment on every time that I review one of
their kits. The instructions are easy to follow
with the usual clear diagrams, you just have
to keep a close eye on the numbers as there
are call outs for parts which are on
completely different sprues and I found that
two crucial parts that are used as the pivots
for the double gun mantlet were not shown
at all. 

I did make one deviation from the
instructions when building up the running
gear, as it was easier to line up the wheels
bogies with the locating holes as they were
assembled. The trick is to glue the bogies

parts and wheels but not to glue them to the
hull so that they can be line up correctly at
the end. I also continued on right through
completing the running gear and side skirt
before going back to the upper
hull. Other than that the kit
built up from the
instructions with no
trouble, the only part
which needed attention
was where the two
halves of the turret
meet as there was a
gap, luckily this seam is
where the real weld
seam is so I added a weld

bead with some fine plastic strip softened
with plastic cement and worked with the back
of my scalpel. The box advertising said there
was a cast texture on the turret but in reality
it was very flat so I added this texture using
plastic cement again and a stiff brush
stumped over the surface. 

I don't usually like to build a straight from
the factory unused tank and although the
M6A1 never saw action, I built it as if it was
used during the end of World War II. The
model was airbrushed with Vallejo Russian
Green as a dark base coat and then main coat
was US Olive Drab which was then thinned
with sand and misted for the final highlights.

I also added one of the Value Gear Sherman
resin stowage sets to try and portray a typical
World War II tank. This is the first time I've
used a one of their products and was
impressed by their attention to detail, and
once painted they were added to the tank
and the whole model was weathered with
various pigments.  This Dragon ‘Black Label’
kit is a really nice addition to the 1:35 market,
and both the kit and the stowage set are
highly recommended

Thanks to The Hobby Company for the
review sample.

www.hobbyco.net
www.valugeardetails.com

by Leigh Jones
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Pozor!
Narwal
Publisher: Narwal
Authors: Theo Barten
and Maarten Swarts  
Format: Hardback, 144
pages

Price: TBC

In the early seventies Theo Barten
and Maarten Swarts (the authors

of Frituur Zorro) often visited
Czechoslovakia and Hungary
in search of classic cars in
their twilight years. What they

found on the streets of Prague
and other cities was forty-years

of automobile history. Private cars
from various origins were kept on
the road until their final breath. Part

of the Czech vehicle fleet consisted of
cars that the Germans  had to leave
behind in 1945, and in the same
category were the American vehicles
which were confiscated in the
occupied zones. In this book these
vehicles are captured for posterity - in
street scenes from the period.
Thanks to Narwal for the review
sample.

www.pozor.nl
info@narwal.eu

The British Army
Since 2000
Osprey
Publisher: Osprey
Author: James Tanner
ISBN: 9781782005933
Format: Softback, 64
pages
Price: £11.99

In the past decade and
a half the unique
requirements of dual
wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan have radically altered the
appearance and capabilities of the
British Army’s infantry soldiers. Gone
are the tactics uniforms and
equipment of the Cold War, replaced
by an elite fighting force, skilled in
counterinsurgency operations and
warfare in both urban and rural
environments. Fully illustrated and
written by an insider, this engaging
book traces the major transformations
in British Army doctrine, organisation,
structures, units, uniforms and
equipment, from the end of the Cold
War in the 1990s up to today, revealing
how despite being a small force in
global terms, the British Army
continues to be able to punch above
its weight.
Thanks to Osprey for the review
sample.

www.ospreypublishing.com

On the Side

Publisher: Pena and Sword
Author: Michael Foley
ISBN: 9781783463930
Format: Hardback, 256 pages
Price: £19.99

Using the resources of the Imperial War Museum, The
National Archives and the Tank Museum, Rise of the
Tank has lots of information available on the
development and use of the early tanks as well as
personal reminiscences of those who fought in them.

Thanks to Pen and Sword for the review sample
www.pen-and-sword.co.uk

Publisher: Pen and Sword
Author: William Beach Thomas
ISBN: 9781783463107
Format: Hardback, 208 pages
Price: £14.99

A rare and vivid account of life on the Battlefields of the Great
War, The British Army on the Somme details the experiences of
war journalist William Beach Thomas. One of only five men
chosen in 1915 to document the war from the Western Front,
Thomas was in the terrifying and unique position of supplying
the people of England with a glimpse of the Somme.

Thanks to Pen and Sword for the review sample
www.pen-and-sword.co.uk

Publisher: Pen and Sword
Author: Neil Thomas
ISBN: 9781473822900
Format: Softback, 176 pages
Price: £12.99

One of the biggest
problems facing
Wargamers is finding the
time to actually play. Most
commercially available sets
of rules require several
hours to set up and play to
a conclusion; some can
easily swallow up a whole
day or weekend. The book
contains eight (all-new)
sets of very simple rules

for various periods, from
Ancient to WWII and thirty
scenarios which can be played
using any of them, so you don't
even have to take too much
time thinking up a stimulating
tactical situation and objectives.
All the rules and scenarios are
intended to be played on a 3ft x
3ft battlefield!

Thanks to Pen and Sword for
the review sample

www.pen-and-sword.co.uk
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The British Army on the Somme

One-Hour Wargames

Kursk 1943
Publisher: Osprey
Author: Robert Forczyk
ISBN: 9781782008194
Format: Softback, 96 pages
Price: £14.99

In the summer of 1943,
recoiling from defeat at
Stalingrad, Hitler conducted a
limited objective offensive to
eliminate the Soviet Kursk
salient. Operating a classic
pincer attack of the kind that

succeeded during the 1942 Kharkov
campaign he hoped that the resulting heavy
losses inflicted on the Red Army would give

the Wehrmacht time to recover its
strength. This new work volume
explores both the German
offensive and the Soviet counter-
offensive, using documents from
both sides, extensive photographs
– both contemporary and modern,
along with maps and bird’s-eye-
views.

Thanks t Osprey for the review
sample

www.ospreypublishing.co.uk
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Soldaten
The German Soldier in WW2.Author and

illustrator Dennis Oliver is joined in this title
by renowned military artist Stephen Andrew
to showcase the men and armoured vehicles

that held the German lines in the Netherlands
through 1944 and 1945.13 pages of brilliantly
rendered and painstakingly researched colour

artwork by Dennis Oliver and guest artist
Stephen Andrew. 33 Pages 

£13.99

Tankograd In Detail Fast
Track 03

M2A3 Bradley The US Army Armored
Infantry Fighting Vehicle. In action

photographs and a detailed walkaround,
English text.Limited print-run 999
copies.Illustrated with 86 colour

photographs.40pages 

£10.99
D.A.K Profile Guide

This book shows the original German
camouflage of vehicles used by the
Deutsche Afrika Korps, with color

variants throughout the war.108
pages,Over 170 profiles cover

schemes,published by A.K Interactive.

£23.99

Camouflage & Markings of
Allied Armor in the Battle for
Cassino January-May 1944
This is an authoritative guide to the

armor deployed by the Allies over the
course of the fighting for this strategic
objective. Covering American, British,
Indian, Canadian, French, New Zealand
and Polish armor, this book includes a
number of rare and unpublished photos
with detailed captions.56 pages,78 b&w
photos,20 full color plates of artwork.

£19.99

How to Build Airfix 1:24
Hawker Typhoon.

The complete guide to building the
amazing Airfix 1:24 scale Hawker
Typhoon, written by Brett Green of

HyperScale and Model Military fame.
This new book features an exhaustive

step-by-step guide to construction with
modelling contributions by Brett, Marcus

Nicholls and Chris Wauchop. 74
pages,full colour 

£12.95

M2A2 ODS Bradley
Infantry Fighting Vehicle

in Detail
96 pages,full colour, Chapters Include :
Introduction,Hull Walkaround,Drivers

Compartment,Squad Compartment,
Turrett exterior details,Turrett Interior

details,NBC Protection System,OIF M2.

£19.99

Tankograd 9022
Cold War Exercise SPEARPOINT 80.Joint
British and American Forces face the Threat
from the East.After two years of preparatory

work, the field training exercise Spearpoint 80
was conducted as part of the large-scale
Exercise Crusader 80 between 11 and 26
September 1980. Since NATO came into

existence, this exercise was the largest British
one held on West German soil.Illustrated with

86 colour photographs, 32 black&white
photographs and 4 maps.

£13.99

Painting Guide for AFV of
World War Two and

Modern Era
Much more than a new technique, this
book offers you a novel approach of
AFV painting.  The author clearly

explains, through detailled step by step
photos, how to give your model the

perfect enhance of contrast and a 'eye
catching ' look. 82 pages,full colour 

£17.50

Tankograd 5052
FUCHS The Transportpanzer 1 Wheeled
Armoured Personnel Carrier in German
Army Service.Part 2 - Reconnaissance /

Engineer / Command
The Transportpanzer 1 Fuchs wheeled

armoured personnel carriers are, aside from
the Leopard main battle tanks, the most iconic

and most prominent assets of the modern
German Army. Illustrated throughout with 107

colour photo's,5 black&white photo's,3
graphics,one technical drawing in 1/72 and

one technical drawing in 1/35 scale.

£13.99

Nuts and Bolts 32
The medium cross-country Lorries 3 ton

(6x4) of the Reichswehr and Wehrmacht.To
date, Nuts & Bolts has only produced

publications on tracked, half-track vehicles
and weapon systems. With this volume, the

first issue in a series which will deal
exclusively on Lorries ñ in particular the

medium cross-country Lorries
(commercial) ñ m. gl. Lkw. (o) ñ of the

Reichswehr and Wehrmacht.225 pages,16
camouflage schemes,471 photos

£25.15

Officers and Soldiers 24
French Dragoons Volume 1.According to

Father Daniel, the dragoon corps was
founded during the reign of Henri II

following the creation of the mounted
Arquebusiers in 1554 by the Marshall of
Brissac in the Piedmont. They were foot

soldiers forming small bands organized into
companies or platoons, who travelled on
horseback and who used their firearms
while on foot. 82 pages,colour plates.

£16.99

MILITÄRFAHRZEUG 
4-2014

Panzertransporter SLT 2 MAMMUT,
Panzerartillerie Sd.Kfz. 165 HUMMEL,Yamaha
GRIZZLY Quad,Beobachtungspanzer Artillerie

LEOPARD,Truppenerprobung M56
SCORPION,Technik-Museum Speyer,G-

WAGON beim Australischen Heer,Minengefahr -
VERSATILE TEAM,Rum‰nischer TR-85M1

BIZONUL,Sturmpanzer Sherman
JUMBO,War&Peace Show Westenhanger 2014.

German Text Only

£9.99

AK Learning Series Panzer
Crew Uniforms

In this book, we find many painting
articles with an extensive step guide and
many full colour photographs. A detailed

guide on how to paint these uniforms
from the classic black uniform to

camouflaged clothes and going through
the painting of several heads.

£10.99

Horror & Monster
Modeller

Gloriously gruesome! Terrifyingly
entertaining! Here's a new, exciting and
completely different publishing concept
that's set to thrill genre modellers and

horror fans alike... From the publishers of
Sci-fi & fantasy Modeller comes Horror

and Monster Modeller, an all-new 144-page
book featuring a wicked array of chilling

hobby projects.144 pages,full colour.

£17.95

Challenger 1 Main Battle
Tank Volume 2

In Challenger 1 Volume 2 Robert Griffin
outlines the service career of the Challenger 1
Main Battle Tank and Challenger Repair and
Recovery Vehicle. This exciting Photosniper

title includes numerous period photographs in
colour and in black and white, ten colour

plates and vehicle plans for the Challenger 1
Mk.3 as deployed into combat during

Operation Granby. 80 pages,185 photos 

£13.99

Realistic Wood Effects
First book of this new collection

(Learning series) in a small format. This
collection is oriented to help modelers
through different modeling tasks. This
volume is dedicated to paint different
types of wood, planes, ships, tools,

accessories etc. 83 pages, full colour,

£10.99 

Modelling Grassland and
Landscape Detailing. 

Featuring Weeds and Wild Flowers,
Hedges, Roads and Pavements, Mud,

Puddles and Rivers by Gordon Gravett.
This book is a great follow up,  to the

two books published on Modelling
Trees. Full Colour, 108 pages 

£24.95

Tankograd In Detail Fast
Track 02

SLT 2 Mammut The new German Army
Tank Transporter.In action photographs

and a detailed walkaround, English
text.Limited print-run 999 copies

Illustrated with 80 colour
photographs.40pages 

£10.99
Modelling Trees Part Two-

Conifers, 
92 pages, full colour 

£21.95

Modelling Trees Part One
Broadleaf Trees, 

92 pages, full colour 

£19.95

Tankograd 5051 
FUCHS The Transportpanzer 1 Wheeled
Armoured Personnel Carrier in German
Army Service.Part 1 - Development and
Technology.The Transportpanzer 1 Fuchs
wheeled armoured personnel carriers are,
aside from the Leopard main battle tanks,
the most iconic and most prominent assets

of the modern German Army.Illustrated
throughout with 96 colour photo's,33

black&white photo's,12 graphics and one
five-side technical drawing in 1/35 scale 

£13.99

How to Build The Leopard
Family in 1:35

’How To Build The Leopard Family In
1:35’ is a comprehensive guide to

modelling this famous vehicle in its many
forms. From battle tanks to recovery

vehicles, homeland protectors, to battle-
hardened veterans, youíll find much to

enjoy and inspire within the pages of this
exciting new book.82 pages,full colour.

£12.95

The Weathering Magazine 8
This time focused on the Vietnam War.

Inside you will find how to create a
jungle diorama, how to obtain the

characteristic earth and dust colors of
Vietnam, and realistic painting of

helicopters and airplanes as seen in the
war.  This, and so much more. So much,
that the magazine includes 8 bonus pages
full of tricks and techniques to cover the
topic in depth and have even more fun. 

£8.99

Art of Modelling 5
VK 3001 With PZ.KPFW. IV AUSF. B
Turrett Techniques: Takom Leopard C2

Mexas Techniques: Revell 03986
Supermarine Spitfire MK.IIA Painting
Techniques 2: Painting and Weathering
of Olive Green Techniques: Industria
Mechanika IMECH009 Red Star 47

Readers Gallery: STUG IV LATE Tip:
How to apply paper propaganda posters.

All modelling news.66 pages.

£7.95
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T
he Allies launched a surprise
attack on 8 August 1918 that
heralded the end of the First
World War. This was supported by
over 600 tanks, the largest number

to have ever been active in any of the
battles of the conflict. In total the British
Army committed a dozen tank battalions
and they along with 21 Allied divisions left
500,000 German casualties in their wake.
Only 100 days later the First World War
came to an end with the Armistice on 11
November 1918.

Although the origins of modern
mechanised warfare date from the First World
War, it was not an easy birth. Britain, France
and Germany all developed armoured fighting
vehicles, that universally became known as the
tank, to help break the deadlock of trench
warfare on the Western Front. The British
easily led the way as the French and Germans

were well behind the curve, and getting the
balance of power-to-weight ratio and
armament just right proved to be a very tricky
and often deadly business. Apart from the
British Whippet and the French FT, all the
tanks of this period were little more than
lumbering landlocked battleships.

Even so the tank had clearly come of age
by 1918. Morale in the German Army by this
stage in the war was poor and desertion rife.
The German high command’s reactionary
thinking when it came to this new-fangled
armoured warfare poorly served the common
soldier. While German generals scoffed at the
utility of Britain's and France’s tanks, soldiers
were calling them ‘Deutschland’s Tod’ or
‘Germany’s Downfall.’ While the Allies were
producing tanks in ever growing numbers
the Germans were slow to follow and failed
to develop adequate anti-tank tactics and
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War Zone

The Germans
worked hard on

the concept of
Blitzkrieg

A British Male tank temporarily

stranded in captured German defences

near Ribecourt in November 1917

Male or Female? Tanks of World War One
Anthony Tucker-Jones profiles the inauspicious but ultimately decisive debut of

the tank during the First World War

The lumbering French St Chamond tank, which proved

a disaster
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Male or Female?

weapons. Only after the French Army’s use of
masses of Renault tanks during the
counterattacks on the Marne did the German
high command reverse its thinking. By this
stage in the fighting it was simply too late.

The victory at Amiens had been based on a
bold gamble, though the Allies had been
encouraged by the French counterattack on
the Marne in late July when using a swarm of
345 tanks they had achieved startling success.
It was decided to commit every single British
tank brigade to the attack at Amiens, except
for the 1st that at the time was converting
from the Mark IV tank to the new Mark V. The
French success had come at a cost
amounting to 57 per cent of their total -
some 184 heavy tanks. If anything had gone

wrong or the losses were too heavy at
Amiens it could have meant the British Army
losing its heavy tank force in one go. This was
at a crucial moment in the war when it had
been finally accepted by the moribund
infantry commanders that the tank
represented the key to eventual victory.

The Allies' sledgehammer force at Amiens
was provided by the British Tank Corps. This
witnessed the largest concentration of tanks
ever assembled at that time – comprising 324
heavy tanks and ninety-six medium tanks in
the British sector with seventy-two light tanks
in the French. Supporting them were an
additional 120 supply tanks and twenty-two
gun carrier tanks, giving a total of 634 tanks
committed to the battle. It was notable

because of their heavy losses on
the Marne that the French
infantry had to go over the top
largely alone.

While the Battle of Cambrai
fought in the winter of 1917 is
often recalled as the first mass use of
tanks, this had actually happened earlier
in the year. Both the British and French
had conducted operations with
concentrations of tanks but nothing like the
numbers massed for the Cambrai offensive.
Despite the commitment of over 400 tanks
at Cambrai the British Mark IVs eventually
succumbed to the Germans' determined
defences and heavy firepower. At Masnières
a tank thwarted attempts to cross the St
Quentin Canal after it fell through the
bridge. At Flesquières German artillery
claimed nearly 40 tanks. At the end of the
first day 180 were reported out of action,
with 65 destroyed, 71 broken down and 43
ditched. By the end of the operation theMark IV Male with unditching beam deployed

German soldiers with a captured Mark IV

A British tank park – the sheds

enabled the crews to work on their

vehicles out of the elements
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British had suffered 44,000 causalities and
lost 179 tanks for very little gain. 

It was not an auspicious start to massed
mechanised warfare. Nonetheless in
December 1917 the Germans formed four
tank companies employing around 40
captured British Mark IVs. However, the first
tank-to-tank battle did not occur until April
1918 when German A7Vs took on British Mark

IVs at the Second battle of Villers-
Bretonneux. The very first British tank
had gone into service in 1916 exactly
two years after the outbreak of the First

World War. The rather peculiar and
very distinctive rhomboid shape of
British tanks was to ensure a long
track run capable of crossing the
vast trench networks on the

Western Front. The resulting
height of the hull meant a turret

would have made the vehicle top heavy
so the main armament was placed in
sponsons on either side of the hull.

British heavy tank designations ran
from the Mark I through to the Mark X
though the VI, VII and X never came to
fruition. These tanks came in two variants
dubbed male or female depending on their
armament. This was due to a wartime
shortage of 6-pounder guns that resulted in

half of the 150 Mark Is being equipped with
machine guns. Likewise the improved Mk II
consisted of half male and half female
variants. The Mark I was blooded at the Battle
of Flers-Courcelette, part of the Somme
offensive, on 15 September 1916. The key
variant was the Mark IV which was an
uparmoured version of the Mk I, of which

1,220 were built comprising 420 males, 595
females and 205 tank tenders. This tank
weighed 28.4 tonnes and required an eight
man crew. The male was armed with two 6-
pounder guns plus three 0.303 Lewis machine
guns, while the female was equipped with
five Lewis guns. As with most British tanks of
the time it was slow, managing just 4mph
depending on the conditions.
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This British tank was

used to haul a captured

German 5.9 naval gun

A British Mark II captured near Arras on 11 April 1917
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During the summer of 1917 the Mark IV
fought at Messines Ridge and the Third
Battle of Ypres. In November of that year
432 Mk IVs were committed to the Battle of
Cambrai. Some 400 of the subsequent Mark
V were built with 50:50 male to female and
these first saw combat on 4 July 1918 at the
Battle of Hamel. The smaller British Medium
Mark A Whippet was designed to support
the slow heavy tanks by exploiting any
breakthroughs. The first production tanks
were delivered in October 1917 from an
order for 200; this was increased to 385 but
later cancelled. The Whippet was directly
derived from the experimental Little Willie
which was the very first British tank
prototype. While the Whippet looks more
like the tank as we know it, the crew
compartment consisted of a fixed turret at
the rear of the vehicle. This was armed with
four machine guns but as there was only a
crew of three, this meant that the gunner
had his work cut out.

When the Whippet finally went into action
in March 1918 it was just in time to help
cover infantry units driven back by the
German Spring offensive. On 24 April 1918
near Cachy seven tanks succeeded in
mowing down 400 German soldiers caught
in the open, and that same day in the
world’s second tank battle a German A7V
claimed a Whippet that was easily
outgunned by its opponent.

France’s contribution to armoured
warfare during the First World War consisted
of the Schneider CA1 and Saint-Chamond
heavy tanks and the Renault FT-17 light tank;
the latter was the first production tank to
have a fully rotating turret. The Schneider
was a box type tank, lacking a turret but
with a 75mm gun on the right side; it had
poor mobility, was cramped and under
armed. This thirteen-tonne tank took six
crew and could manage just 5mph. Some

400 were built and they first went into
action on 16 April 1917 and suffered heavy
losses.

France’s second heavy, the Saint-
Chamond, was an equally flawed design;
most notably it was underpowered and the
tracks were not long enough for the hull.
This lumbering box was armed with a 75mm
gun installed in the nose of the vehicle. As a
result the Saint-Chamond struggled to
overcome enemy obstacles or cross
trenches. Around 400 of these 23 ton
monsters were built which could manage a
maximum speed of 6mph. Despite
numerous improvements, if the war had not
ended the Saint-Chamond would have been
replaced by British heavy tanks. Initially the
FT light tank was armed with an 8mm

Hotchkiss machine gun but it was upgunned
to take the 37mm Puteaux gun. This two-
man tank weighed just 6.5 tonnes and made
its combat debut during the Second Battle
of Marne on 31 May 1918. Some 30 FTs
successfully broke through but lacking
infantry support were obliged to withdraw.
The American Expeditionary Forces were
issued with the FT tank in 1918 and it was
also produced in America as the M1917. The
Renault FT remained in service well into the
1940s.

The first German tank, the unwieldy A7V,
went into production in October 1917;
although 100 were ordered only 20 had
armoured bodies as the rest were used as
cargo carriers. With a crew of 17 the A7V
was a lumbering armoured box armed with
six 9.92mm machine guns and a 57mm
Maxim-Nordenfelt cannon mounted at the
front. A female variant was designed with
two machine guns replacing the main
armament, but only one of these saw
combat before being converted to take the
57mm gun. The A7V was not mechanically
reliable and when five went into action on
21 March 1918 north of the St Quentin
Canal, three broke down. At Viller-
Bretonneux three A7Vs came up against one
male and two female Mark IVs. The females
were driven back but the male claimed one
of the German tanks forcing the others to
retreat. 

After the First World War the Germans
worked hard not to make the same mistakes
again and in secret developed their new
Panzers and the concept of Blitzkrieg. These
were unleashed in May 1940 with great
effect making them for a time the masters
of Europe.

Male or Female?

French Schneider CA1 being moved to the front by rail

A British Mark I Male tank photographed in the summer of 1916
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The Airbrush 
Armour Series 

Italeri

T
he LVT(A)-4 was an
amphibious landing vehicle
based on the LVT(A)-1 and the
LVT-2.  Like the LVT(A)-1, it was
intended to support troops

landing on the beaches. The main
drawback with the LVT(A)-1 was the 37mm
main gun which was not considered
adequate for taking out the bunkers
encountered on the small islands
under Japanese control, so the
turret from an M8 Gun Motor
Carriage was grafted on. Two
drawbacks emerged from
this plan. Firstly, the two
0.30 calibre machine guns
located aft of the turret had
to be removed, and secondly
the open top nature of the
turret left the crew exposed
to grenades and small arms
fire. ‘Saltwater Cowboy’ was
an LVT(A)-4 that was
immobilized on the beach at
Iwo Jima, and like other LVT’s at Iwo Jima,
it was painted in a unique camouflage
that was not widely used. The
origins of this scheme are

still unknown, but it presented an
opportunity to replicate a
unique vehicle!

I decided I wanted to leave the
hatches open on this model,
exposing the insides, and decided
to add a Verlinden interior set, along
with some of their stowage to
augment the model, as well as an
ammunition set for the M8 GMC.
Construction began with the

aforementioned interior but first I needed
to assemble the track wheels and the

sides of the hull.  I then added the
Verlinden interior, and one important
part of this was replacing the turret
basket with a fixed platform. With
the interior completed, I left the top

of the hull loose so that I could paint
the interior later.

The exterior went together as
per the kit instructions, and some
minor etch parts replaced the

hatches. One
addition I made
was some
styrene sheet
hull armour. By
the time of the

Iwo Jima invasion, crews had started
using additional armour to protect
against small arms fire. The turret
was assembled straight-from-the-
box with additions from the

Verlinden set including stowage
items, ammunition boxes and various

radio equipment. Styrene sheet
gun shields were also added
around the 0.50 calibre gun.  

After painting the interior,
and sealing up the hull, the remaining parts
were added to the exterior and the hatch
openings were plugged with tissue paper,
while the turret opening was sealed using
masking tape. Then a basecoat of Model
Master Radome Tan #1709 was sprayed on,
and then I used some Silly Putty to mask off
the relevant areas of the model. I then
airbrushed on a coat of Model Master Dark
Tan #4709 and Model Master
Dark Green #1710 to
complete the
camouflage scheme.

I began by spraying
the sides with thinned
black to add some
panel line darkening, and
followed this with
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Saltwater

Cowboy
Model Master Dark Tan #4709

Model Master Dark Green #1710

Model Master Radome Tan

#1709

Iwo Jima Amphibious Operations
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The hatches were left open exposing the insidesA Verlinden interior was used to add more detail
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www.testors.com

Airbrush Armour

Using an Airbrush is one of the most

effective methods of applying camouflage

and weathering to your model. In this

series, sponsored by

Testors, we hope to provide you with both

inspiration and information on how to produce

both simple and complex effects. In this feature

Sean Pearson details the 1:35 Italeri LVT(A)-4,

with Verlinden accessories

LVT(A)-4
Manufacturer: Italeri
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 6396
Verlinden LVT(A)-4 Interior Set #2034
Verlinden LVT(A)-4 Sandbags & Stowage # 2063

Kit Data

One addition I made was some styrene sheet hull armour

Additional styrene armour was added to the machine gun

LVT’s took quite a beating, among the salt, the surf, the mud and combat, and I

wanted to show thatThe rear was particularly heavily weathered
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various dry brushing techniques
to add more effect. LVT’s took

quite a beating, among the
salt, the surf, the mud

and combat, and I
wanted to show that.
The tracks would

carry the wet mud up
onto the hull, so I
streaked down some MIG
Productions products
here. The bilge-pump
would also leave heavy stains
on the hull and this can be
seen on the port side, near the
bow. I then painted and heavily
weathered the tracks, again using
various techniques to achieve the
desired look.  

I then added some items from the
Verlinden Sandbag and Stowage Set. I liked
the look of the sandbags on the hull, and
although I could not find a reference for
them being used at Iwo Jima, I know they
were used at Okinawa, but I decided to use
them anyway. I also added some smaller bags
on the turret, and some ammunition
containers on the rear deck.

The Italeri kit is very nice for its age, and
with some aftermarket sets it builds up into a
very respectable model. 

Airbrush Armour
Sponsored by

The bilge-pump would leave heavy stains on the

hull and this can be seen on the port side,

near the bow

I liked the look of the

sandbags on the hull!
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Model Master Radome Tan

#1709, Model Master Dark Tan

#4709 and Model Master Dark

Green #1710 were used for the

camouflage scheme
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LVM Studios 
Models - Detail kits - Modelling services 

www.LVM-Studios.com 
Goudplevier 106, 5348 ZG  Oss, 

The Netherlands 
tel: +31 412 627787 

email: enquiries@LVM-Studios.com 

Dealers: 
Andromeda24.de (GER), Aviationmegastore.com (NL), 

CultTVmanshop.com (US), Victorymodels.com(US), Stevenshobby.com (US), 
Eurekashop.be (B), store.LVM-Studios.com (NL) 

START72- START-1 conversion kit for Zvezda “TOPOL” SS-25  “Sickle” 

TOPOL72- detail kit for Zvezda “TOPOL” SS-25  “Sickle” 
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Tommy’s War

T
he 9th Queen's Royal
Lancers were formed in
1830 as a tribute to
Queen Adeline, and
during the First World

War they operated as a Cavalry unit
during 1914. Due to the large scale use

of machine guns they fought as Infantry at
Elouges, Mons, Le Cateau, Marne, Aisne,
Messines, the 1st battle of Ypres, the
Somme (1916),
Arras, Cambrai,
and at the
Hindenburg Line,
with a number of VC’s
and citations along the
way. Tommy’s War has now
released this fabulous new
54mm set featuring a
British Mounted

Lancer. Cast in resin, he comes complete
with an etched brass Pennon and in an all-
action pose.

The resin is easy to work and assembly
was swift using CA with a small amount of

Humbrol filler used on
the minor joins. I
assembled the Lancer
figure and kept his
head separate for
painting. The rider is
shown with his lance
in the horizontal
position, and you
have to add your
own hand grip and

‘loop’ for his hand. The instructions show the
use of some thin masking tape, but I had
some fine twine, and used this to good
effect and also added some to the harness
tether around the neck of the horse and on
the nose bridle. The etched Pennon was
used as a pattern to make a flag from a
sheet of wine bottle foil so I could create the
ripples in the material as seen in the charging
position. I then used some automotive grey
primer to form a good basecoat for the
acrylic colours to follow.

Charge!
Mark Dollery details the superb Tommy’s War 54mm British Trooper 9th

(Queen’s Royal) Mounted Lancers, Elouges 1914
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82 You will be
rewarded with

a truly dramatic
figure!

British Trooper 9th (Queen’s Royal) Mounted Lancers
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To begin the painting, I first airbrushed the
Lancer with Vallejo English Uniform as a base,
mixing the paint 50:50 with Vallejo thinners.
This was then sprayed on at 15psi, and once
this was dry, a lightened mix of the base
colour was used to highlight the tops of the
folds and creases, by diluting the mix with
more thinner until it was a just-coloured wash.
This was then applied with a No.1 sable brush
with most of the paint wiped onto a paper
towel. I use a new ‘Brokentoad’ paintbrush to
apply the paint and early sessions. The flesh
colours were then added using Vallejo Old
Rose, mixed with Vallejo Basic Flesh for a
European complexion, and this was

highlighted with basic flesh tone to the ears,
nose and the tops of the cheeks, once again
diluting the paint to a coloured wash. 

Moving onto the lance, the wood colour
base was Yellow Ochre with a grain effect
added using thinned Flat Brown at various
points to depict knots. Flat Brown was also
used to basecoat the leather ammunition
pouches that are wrapped around the figures
body, and also for the leather stirrup straps.
The shadow areas of the khaki uniform were
a mix of Vallejo English Uniform and Burnt
Umber mixed to a thin filter and applied to
the dark areas of the uniform and
equipment. 

The horse was base coated with Flat
Brown, and the dark areas were then painted
with Vallejo Burnt Umber thinned to a filter
and applied into the creases of the skin.
Burnt Umber was also used to darken the
legs and fetlocks, and I also used it to
basecoat the saddle and the various straps
and bridle attachments. The mane and tail
were Black/Grey with a highlight of Dark Grey
for their peaks. The saddlecloth was Yellow
Ochre lightened with Base Yellow, and this
mix was also used for the backpack, the
straps on the Lancer’s body and on the
harness rope under the head. The eyes were
shown as wide open using an Off-White base
with a Black eyeball painted in. An Off-White
‘flash’ was also added down the nose area.

The saddle furniture was added next which
consisted of a rifle and sheath topped with a
mess tin. These were painted with Leather
Brown with Beige Brown edges as worn
effects. The mess tin was base coloured with
Gunmetal and a highlighted with a touch of
Aluminium. The sword and scabbard were first
base coated with Steel and highlighted with
Silver, with a brown handle with black shading.

The flesh was Vallejo Old

Rose mixed with Vallejo

Basic Flesh for a European

complexion

The horse was base coated with flat brown, and the dark

areas were then painted with Vallejo Burnt Umber thinned

to a filter and applied into the creases of the skin

I used some automotive grey primer to form a good basecoat for the acrylic

colours to follow
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The resin is easy to work and assembly was swift

To begin the painting, I first airbrushed the Lancer with Vallejo English Uniform as a

base, mixing the paint 50:50 with Vallejo thinners

Burnt Umber was also used to darken the legs and fetlocks, and this was also used to basecoat the saddle and the

various straps and bridle attachments

British Trooper 9th (Queen’s Royal) Mounted Lancers
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The saddlecloth was yellow ochre

lightened with base yellow

The eyes were shown as wide open using an off-white

base with a black eyeball painted in

The Pennon flag was split into two colour bands of red

and white

The lance head and tail stock along
with the metal horse shoes were

painted matt black and then a thin coat
of Metal Steel was used show the metallic
effect. The Pennon flag was split into two

colour bands of Red and White so an Off-
White basecoat was used for both shades and
a dark red was used to basecoat the top band.
The Dark Red was then lightened with
Napoleon Red to brighten the effect with a
touch of Orange Red for the extreme
highlights. 

At this point I was looking to add the reins
and bridle ironware, as this is supplied as an
etched part, along with the buckles for the
reins. As the early editions of the kit came
without these parts, Darren of Tommy’s War
will supply a follow-up etch set to those
customers on request - good customer
service and response to feedback makes
Tommy’s War one of the best figure
companies around! 

For the reins, I didn’t use the
etched parts, rather I went for paper
strips soaked in very thin CA glue
which makes them very rigid. Note
that I got the set-up wrong in the
photographs and one of the reins
should be on the largest ring with
the other being adjustable on the

lower attachments. This was
corrected on the finished
model. The new reins
were then attached to
the Lancer and horse,
keeping them fairly
tight to show the
tension of the charge! 

The final job to
complete the figure was to
paint the reins and bridle
straps in Flat Brown. Then
Vallejo Leather Brown was
painted over this base
colour and then a Dark

Brass acrylic was used to paint in the various
buckles, mouth bit, saddle rings and the
Lancer’s cap badge. A coat of thinned satin
varnish then gave a nice polished finish. The
Lancer will be going onto a bigger base in
near the future! This was a really enjoyable
build, and if you choose to have a go yourself
then you will be rewarded with a truly
dramatic figure!

British Trooper 9th (Queen’s Royal) Mounted Lancers
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For the reins, I didn’t use the supplied

parts, rather I went for paper strips

soaked in very thin CA glue
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IPMS(UK)
Open:  Saturday 8th  10.00am to 6.00pm  
 Sunday 9th 10.00am to 4.00pm 
Admission:  IPMS Members FREE  Adults £10.00 each day  
2 Day Pass £15.00  Concessions £7.00 per day  Children under 16 FREE 
Venue:  The International Centre Telford  Shropshire  TF1 4JH

Saturday 8th & Sunday 9th November
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O
n the night of 5 to 6 June 1944,
US Paratroopers of the 82nd
and 101st Airborne were the
first to set foot on French
territory and engage enemy

fire. Their mission was to capture different
objectives to the west of the Allied
invasion area. Facing them, the Germans
had three mechanised formations
including the 21st Panzer Division ‘General
Feuchtinger’. This scene takes us a few
days after landing, and here we see the
remnants of the 21st Panzer Division
discovered by 82nd Airborne soldiers, who
also seem to have been lost their way on
the Normandy roads! 

For this build I am using the Bronco Jeep #
which was featured in the October issue of
SMMI, and a beautiful Brach Model resin
Renault R39 or Pz.Kpfw.39R (f), to give it its
German name. The casting is flawless, the
detailing sublime and the craftsmanship
second to none! There are no special notes
for this kit apart from the fragility of some of
the parts, particularly the suspension – so be
sure to take extra care when handling the
pieces.

Step-by-Step – First Contact
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Kit Data

Pz.Kpfw.39R (f)
Manufacturer: Brach Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin with etch
Kit Number: BM 087

US GPW ¼-Ton Utility Truck
Manufacturer: Bronco
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: CB35106

Normandy, June 1944

First Contact
Jérôme Fournioux produces a 1:35 D-Day scene with a Bronco Jeep

and Brach Model Pz.Kpfw.39R (f).

Ad

fro
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STEP-BY-STEP
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Step-by-Step – First Contact

The figures all came from

SOGA Miniatures, and have

some convincing poses 

Additional detailing parts came

from my spares-box

Small stones came courtesy of some cat litter

and the foliage came from the Heki range 
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Step-by-Step – First Contact

The Brach Model Pz.Kpfw.39R (f) is just a superb kit

The supplied etch adds even more fine detail
I added some casting effects using diluted Tamiya Putty applied
with an old brush
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The Jeep, as
featured in the
October issue of
SMMI, now
complete with
crew

The tail once again proves Brach Model's expertise 
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Tamiya X-2 Primer was applied to achieve a good
base

The base colour was a mix of a number of Tamiya shades

With the painting complete it was time for weathering

The camouflage was added using my airbrush fitted
with a 0.15 nozzle and a pressure of 0.5 bar

Earth shades add character to the tracks and runninggear

Stencils helped with the insignia

A black wash accentuates the panel lines

Step-by-Step – First Contact
STEP-BY-STEP ‘LO

RRA
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E’

89
The interior of the fighting compartment was painted
Tamiya White and then detailed with numerous washes 
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Step-by-Step – First Contact
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Careful painting creates a very

convincing building. The dusty

ground was created using MIG

Productions pigments

After more subtle
washes, here is the
finished tank

Painting in the wood effects with Tamiya acrylics
For the diorama base the ‘corrugated iron roof’ was
made from soft drinks pots  

Tile adhesive provided the groundwork,
and Tamiya provided the colour
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T
his past week was our local club’s
annual model show. From that
experience I have a few
observations about the show and
the hobby. I co-coordinated the

registration portion of the show. For the
past few years we have instituted a policy
where there are no names present on the
registration forms that accompany the
models on the table. We used to have
people put their name on the forms and
fold over the name, but even that
presented a potential bias for the judges
and even the show participants. We
accomplish the no-name policy by having
a separate entrant data form and then
assigning a number to each entrant which
then goes on the registration forms that
accompany the models on the table. It
introduces an additional step at the start
of the operation and when recording the
results it adds a step to match a name to
every winning model. I think it is well
worth it to remove the perceived
potential bias in our judging.

On another phase of the record keeping, I
spent most of the show helping check for
administrative accuracy. When the judges came
back with a B-58 Hustler as a winner in a 1:32
category, that caught my attention since first a
B-58 has never been kitted in 1:32 scale and
second I never saw any model that could have
been big enough to be a 1:32 B-58 came
through the entrance. As I suspected the B-58
was actually in 1:48 scale. It was simply the case
of the model at the border between the
categories and because of the size of the B-58,
the judges placed it in the 1:32 category. I bring
this up to show that judges are human and
fallible. Mistakes can happen either from an
entrant putting their model in the wrong class
or judges mistakenly assigning a large 1:48
model to the 1:32 category. Everyone needs to
cut people some slack and work to correct and
prevent the mistakes.

Another trend I am seeing is the Make and
Take is getting less and less well attended at our
show. In fact next year we have decided to not
even run a Make and Take due to the poor
response we have had. Maybe it is just that
model shows are not the best place for Make
and Takes, and maybe it is the limited selection
of models available are getting less and less
appealing from year to year. In IPMS we will
continue to watch that trend.

Our vendors seemed mostly happy with the
business at the show. One vendor, my wife, had
this concept in her mind to do recycled art

pieces using sprue chunks and
instruction sheets mounted on magnet
material with modeling sayings on the
magnets. I had low expectations for her
sales and it was born out by her gross sales
being $12. Her table was only economically
viable because I provided some of my models
to sell at the show, which worked for $150 of
sales. I had suggested to her if she turned her
crafting skills to making basic display bases she
could have sold as many as she could have
made, but she insisted on trying her artistic
approach. Moral of the story—no one goes to a
model show to buy art. She still considers it a
good exercise in her creativity but not a
successful financial exercise. Now if her artistic
efforts hadn’t completely trashed our living
room as she was in her creative mode that
would have been less painful (although she did
clean it up soon after the show). 

One aspect of our show that was
tremendously successful was our raffle table. I
am always amazed at the generosity of our club
members who year to year donate amazing
numbers and quality of models that translate
into huge ticket sales. Some of that may be the
contribution of our raffle leader and staff to
market the raffle and ring out the most from
our attendees. Without the raffle, the show
would barely break even and probably even lose
money. Another successful effort was the
attendees generously donated models to the
Support the Troops donation box. Following the
show, we had collected thirty-two models and
our Support the Troops organizer for the
Northwest, Mark Aldrich, mailed off a box of
models to the cause. Once more we thank
everyone who helped.

With another successful show under our
belt, I find the year to year health of our show
a great measurement of the health of the
hobby. I hope you all support your local shows
and whether you build for competition, or
build for display, the most important thing you
can do to maintain and grow the hobby is to
build what you like, how you like to build it.   

That’s all I have for now so let’s all
get to our workbenches and build some
plastic!

That’s all I have for now so let’s all
get to our workbenches and build
some plastic!

www.ipmsmoss.com
www.ipmsusa.org

Membership Details
IPMS USA is dedicated to the hobby (and
fun) of Scale Modelling. It was started by Jim
Sage, of Dallas, Texas, in 1964. There are now
branches of IPMS all over the world. Our
Local Regions and Chapters sponsor Model
shows and contests every year, but you
needn't be a member to visit the shows or
attend the club meetings!
With IPMS/USA Membership, you will receive
the outstanding IPMS/USA Journal six times a
year - it includes features on all modeling
subjects such as aircraft, armor, automotive,
ships, figures - you name it! You will also find
listings of IPMS contests, swap meets, hints
and tips, and reviews.
Membership also qualifies you to participate
in IPMS/USA sanctioned contests, and
particularly in our World-famous National
Convention, held each summer. As a
member, you'll also be able to access our
online Discussion Board, where a wide variety
of modeling topics are discussed, and enjoy
interaction with other serious modelers for
help with questions about modeling
techniques or the Society in general. Many
Hobby Shops and Model Vendors around the
USA offer discounts to IPMS/USA Members.

Memberships are available in several types:
Junior: 
17 years old or Younger, $12.00 per year
Adult: 
1 Year $25.00
2 Years $49.00
3 Years $73.00
Family: 
Adult Membership plus $5.00 (Additional
Membership cards as requested)
Canada or Mexico: 
$30.00 per Year
Foreign: 
$32.00 per Year (Journal via Regular Mail)
or $55.00 per year (Journal via Air Mail)

Payment Information: Online Payment may
be made via Credit Card only.
Downloadable IPMS/USA Application Form
(in PDF, 100KB).
Applications using payment via Check or
Money Order should be printed and mailed
to:
IPMS/USA
Dept. H, PO Box 2475
N. Canton, OH 44720-0475
For any questions or problems with your
membership application/renewal, please
contact the IPMS/USA Officer Manager, Ms.
M.J. Kinney, at:

manager@ipmsusa.org

IPMS/USA is Presented by Larry Randel, IPMS/USA Director of local Chapters

The IPMS USA Column
Lessons learned from Our Local Show

IPMS USA Report www.ipmsusa.org
IPM
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B
y the time that these words
reach the newsagents and
doormats we will have had a
summer full of events to further
whet our appetite for the

hobby. We will have had model shows
where we can see the efforts of others to
inspire us, and visit traders' stalls where we
can ‘see and feel’ kits rather rely on images
on our computers or magazine pages. The
ability to chat with fellow modelmakers on
a face-to-face basis is invaluable, as
although the internet forums are useful,
they cannot beat ‘being there’.

There were also the military vehicle rallies
such as the ‘War and Peace Revival’, the Essex
Show and also Duxford, where you could see
the subjects of our endeavours ‘in the flesh’,
or should that be ‘metal’? This helps us
visualise what we are trying to create.  In the
case of the ‘War and Peace Revival’ we had the
added interest of seeing where the mud sticks
on a tank or truck as they wallowed through
the sludge - so helpful for getting the realism
in our dioramas!

We have also been marking the centenary of
the outbreak of World War I and even this has
provided some useful interchanges with people.
In our local branch of the Royal British Legion in
Baldock I got chatting with a recently
transferred chap called Bill. A sprightly ninety-six
year old, he insists ‘doing his bit’ for the Poppy
Appeal and wears his medals with justified
pride. Most of these veterans have some
nugget of information useful to us plastic-

bashers, but with Bill I struck gold. It turns out
he was a Sergeant Crew Commander on
Churchill Crocodiles, and landed late on D-Day
and fought through to Germany and VE Day.
Previously he had been in the Western Desert.
Most tank crew will be aghast at the thought of
damaging their tank, but Bill explained that to
avoid being spotted by enemy aircraft they
would deliberately drive their AFV into a house
(closed down of course) and let the debris fall

on top. Natural camouflage! I used to procure
the use of a barn/hangar to reverse the four-
tonner into when on exercise, so much less
work than messing around with cam nets!

Don’t forget to support the Poppy Appeal
whenever you can, and if the collector is a
veteran, have a chat, who knows what snippets
you can pick up?

www.mafva.net

MAFVA
Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicles Association
MAFVA exists to promote and interest in AFV’s
and their associated equipment, and to act as
a non-profit making organisation for the
collection and dissemination of information.
We try to answer queries and seek sources of
information for our fast growing international
membership, and to encourage
correspondence between those with similar
interests. The interests within MAVA run from
Wold War One to the present day, although a

greater emphasis is centred on the
Second World War. The majority of
members make and/or collect models,
and there are many who only gather
information on military subjects,

whilst others work on, or even
collect full sized military
vehicles. In addition to this we
aim to provide our members
with a quality bi-monthly

magazine ‘Tankette’. Local
branches are

being continually
formed both in
the UK and
overseas, and are

encouraged to hold
meetings, displays and
competitions to enable
their members to get
more out of their hobby,
by meeting others with
similar interests and to
share information and
expertise.

Joining MAFVA
For more information contact MAFVA
President, Gary Williams at,
MAFVA, 45 Balmoral Close, Holmes
Chapel, Cheshire CW4 7JQ

membership@mafva.net
Current subscription rates are
UK and HM Forces £15
Europe/ Rest of the World (Surface mail) £18
Rest of the World (Air Mail) £21

www.mafva.net

SAM Publications
MAFVA Members Discount Offer
SAM Publications is delighted to be able
to offer MAFVA members a 10% discount
on subscriptions to Scale Military
Modeller International, or any of our
other titles or books, but not including kits
or accessories. To take advantage of this
offer just quote your MAFVA membership
number on any correspondence. For more
details email or call us at:

mail@sampublications.com
+44 (0) 1234 211245

MAFVA Report www.mafva.net

Branches 
Bedfordshire  
Cambridge  
Chester   
Clacton-on-Sea  
Devon  
Essex   
Lancashire (Bolton)
London  
Maryport 
Midlands (Leicester) 
Northern Home
Counties  
North West (Wirral) 
Norwich  
Nottingham   
Rugby   

Suffolk   
Sussex   
Sussex (East)  
Wilts   
Scotland (Glasgow)
Scotland (Lothian) 
South Wales 
Australia (A.C.T) 
Australia (West)  
Canada (Ontario)  
France (North
West)   
France (Paris)   
Greece   
Portugal

The MAFVA Column
Presented by Paul Middleton

A Time to Reflect
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Emhar

T
he Mk IV tank was put
into service during the
first half of 1917, but
the first real success
using the tank came at

the battle of Cambrai in November
1917, where they were used in a mass
attack of nearly 460 vehicles. This

attack proved their worth in breaking
the enemy lines, and this laid the
foundation for the later ‘Blitzkrieg’ tactics.
There were around 1,200 Mk IV’s produced,
and they mainly came in two different
versions, the ‘Male’, which was armed with
two six-pound guns and three machine
guns, and the ‘Female’, which was armed
with five machine guns. Some vehicles
carried fascines, which is a huge bundle of

wooden poles or such
material, and is used to
cross wide trenches, by
dropping the fascine into it,
and then driving over it.
Most Mk IV’s also were
fitted with an unditching
beam, a heavy wooden log
that could be fastened to the tracks with
chains, to hopefully free a stuck vehicle.

Until recently Emhar was about the only
manufacturer to make the Mk IV in 1:35, so this
is by definition an old kit, and not quite up to
today’s standards, but it can be made into a
fine resemblance of the original vehicle. Some
of the details have to be reworked, and it really
needs better tracks. The build is pretty much
straightforward, and the fitting is generally OK.

You might need to pay some
attention when assembling the
outer hull sides and wheels, as this
assembly easily turns out a bit
warped. Except for a vast amount
of rivets, there are not a lot of
details, such as handles, tools or
equipment, so the kit might appear

a bit ‘bare’. Pictorial documentation shows no
signs of spare parts or the crew’s belongings
being carried either, which must mean that
these early tanks were not ‘lived in’ like they
were in the Second World War. But the details
which are there can be updated and improved
by simple means. 

Jacob Hederstierna-Johnsen builds the 1:35 Emhar British Mk IV ‘Male’
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British Mk IV ‘Male’

Kit Data
Mk IV ‘Male’
Manufacturer: Emhar
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 4001

Heavy Hitter
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I carefully removed the towing shackles,
which are moulded into the fore and aft side
hull, and exchanged them with some shackles
from my spares-box. This makes them stand
out more, and gives them a more realistic
appearance. Like the towing shackles, the
tension mechanism at the idler wheels is also
molded into the hull side. For these parts you
need some really tiny screws and bolts. I went
to a watchmaker, and purchased the parts
from his stock of extras for repairs. These
fitted perfectly, and they bring the parts to life,
instead of those moulded-on lumps. On the

rear of the vehicle there is some kind of
toolbox or such, which needs a real handle.
This is an easy modification, where either a
length of copper wire is bent into shape, or a
handle from the spares-box is used. The guns
and machine guns are very crude. I spent a lot
of time sanding the provided barrels into a
more rounded shape. 

The tracks come in two lengths for each
side. They are cast in vinyl, and the fitting is
acceptable, and as I usually build on a budget, I
decided to use these tracks, but I must say that
if given another go at this kit I’d go for some

aftermarket ones!  Another missing item in
this kit is the unditching beam, so I made
one up from a piece of wood, which I
damaged a bit at the ends. 

I had a hard time deciding what
colour my tank should be, and there are
a lot of colour plates around, and most
of them are in a monotone
green/brownish colour, so I decided to

go for something like that. I almost
always paint my

models in a black
base coat using
Citadel’s Chaos
Black from a

rattle can.
This gives an

even and very matt
finish. Then I mixed some

green and light brown colors from the
Tamiya range, and when satisfied with the

tone, I sprayed the entire kit. The tracks,
machine gun barrels and exhaust were all
painted using Humbrol paints. To get a more
rusty and textured appearance on the exhaust,

I mixed some baking powder into
the rust-brown color. I think it’s an
old tip from Sheppard Paine, but I
really think that it works! This
texture also makes the weathering
pastels stick better.

My weathering starts with doing paint
chipping. This really brings life to a model,
but it’s very easy to overdo this, and too
much paint chipping can ruin your project.
Also try to keep the chipping to areas where
these would natural appear, such as where the
crew enters or climbs on and off the vehicle, or
where it naturally comes into contact with
other things. Then I wash and filter using
Winsor & Newton oils . For pin-washes I used

Humbrol black, and with this kit it’s quite an
extensive job, since it’s fitted with the same
amount of rivets as the Titanic!

For mud and dust I use ground-down pastel
colours from Winsor & Newton. This works
great and is far cheaper than buying the
different kinds of AM products. These pastels
can be diluted in plain water and dry very
quickly, and when dried up, you can use a

brush to blend them into the paint job.
Always remember that it’s easier to

add dust than remove it, so build
up the layers gradually. I wanted
my tank to look used, so I
added water streaks, which was
supposed to have come from
wet mud, carried from the
tracks. For this I used a MIG

product, supposed to be used as
grease and oil, but I think it

worked very well as water streaks in
this case. You can also use gloss varnish

with a little brownish paint added; I think it’ll
turn out a very similar way, and again probably
much cheaper.

This was a really great project, and it’s always
nice to do something a little out of the
ordinary!

British Mk IV ‘Male’
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Promote your company here and appear in all 3 publications – Scale Aviation Modeller International,
Model Aircraft and Scale Military Modeller International - with a total 133,000 circulation.Shop & Web Guide

“The world’s finest hobby kits,
figures and toys.”

HALIFAX MODELLERS WORLD 
3 29 Union Street, Halifax. HX1 1PR

YORKSHIRE p 01422 349157

$ www.halifaxmodellersworld.co.uk

Shop Hours: Mon, Tues, Thurs 10.30-17.30, Fri 10.30-17.00, 
Sat 9.30-17.00, Sun 10.30-16.30, Closed Wednesday

CITY CYCLE CENTRE 3 7 Market Street, Ely, Cambs, CB7 4PB 
Q models@citycyclecentre.com $www.citycyclecentre.com

CAMBRIDGESHIRE p 01353 663131

City Cycle Centre
We have a large selection of Plastic Kits from Airfix, Revell, Tamiya, Italeri, AFV
Club, Academy and more. Decals from Model Alliance. Also Paint and Sprays

from Humbrol, Tamiya, Revell, Acrylicos and Games Workshop

Specializing in white 
metal landing gear

3795 Shady Hill Drive,
Dallas, Texas 75229, USA

+1 (214) 477-7163

www.scaleaircraftconversions.com

52 Holdings Road, Sheffield S2 2RE 
South Yorkshire England

Tel: [0114] 2761587 www.blackbirdmodels.co.uk

www.hpmhobbies.com
Secure online ordering
Realtime stock levels
Worldwide shipping

HPM HOBBIES

FALCON - JAYS - OZMODS - REDROO
PJ PRODUCTIONS - FCM DECALS

48
YEARS

SCALE MODELS
Sheffield’s Specialist Model Shop

( 0114 2449170

www.marcway.net 

Vast selection of plastic kits - Aircraft - Tanks - Military
- Ships - Cars - Bikes - Space - Trucks etc

HUNDREDS OF RARE & OBSOLETE KITS
Dioramas - Scenic Materials - Plastic, Metal & Wood sheet and

sections - Modelling Tools, Paints, Brushes, Airbrushes & Compressors
Also Model Railways, Die Cast Models and Scalextric

WORLDWIDE MAIL ORDER

598-600 Attercliffe Rd, Sheffield S9 3QS
0114 2449170 Open 10am - 5pm, 6 days

• Situated 2 miles from M1 (junc 34) •  200 yds from Attercliffe Tram Stop

KITS • PAINTS • GLUES • AIRBRUSHES •  TOOLS • STYRENE ETC
Friendly service & advice - Mail Order

Open Tuesday – Friday 10 – 5.30. Saturday 9.30 – 5.00. Closed Sunday and Monday.

121 HIGH STREET, 
UCKFIELD, TN22 1RN

01825
765296www.thehobbybox.co.uk

Jamieson’s
Models

Mon to Sat, 9.30 to 5.30, 
Sun 11.00 to 4.00

Stockist of all SAM titles

30 Saltmarket, Glasgow, Scotland, G1 5LY

0141 552 3956
jamiesonsmodels.co.uk

Units 6-10 Honeysome Ind Est, Honeysome Road, 
Cambridgeshire, PE16 6TG  www.creativemodels.co.uk

Distributors of 
Hobbyboss, Vallejo,
MiG, AK Interactive,

Miniart, Model Master
and many more…

01354 760022

PLASTIC & METAL KIT RETAILERS
HOBBY & PASTIME MATERIALS

UP TO 20% OFF ALL KITS ONLINE 
AND MAIL ORDER

Incorporating 1,000’s of deleted and new kits.
303 The Broadway, Bexleyheath, Kent DA6 8DT  Tel/Fax: (020) 8298 7177

MON/TUES/THURS/FRI/SAT 9.30-5.30 CLOSED WEDNESDAY

NEW MAIL ORDER LISTS – SEND 70p SAE
www.kitkrazy.com Email: steve@kitkrazy.com

See our selection
of airbrush kits,

compressors, jars,
accessories &

tools

www.airbrushheaven.co.uk
Email :- enquiries@airbrushheaven.co.uk

tools

airbrushheaven

MOTOR BOOKSMOTOR BOOKS
•  AVIATION •  BUSES •  TRAMS •  COLLECTABLES •  MARITIME 

•  MILITARY •  MISCELLANEOUS •  MOTORCYCLES •  MOTORING 

•  MOTORSPORT •  RAILWAY •  WORKSHOP MANUALS •

The world's oldest motoring bookseller

www.motorbooks.co.uk

Mustang-Hobbies.com
Models, Decals, Books, and Much More !

MUSTANG

HOBBIES

ALBION ALLOYS
Precision metals for industry

www.albionalloys.co.uk

GINTER BOOKS
NAVY / AIR FORCE

TEL: (805) 584-9732 FAX: (805) 584-6604 WEB: www.ginterbooks.com
1754 Warfield Circle, Simi Valley, CA 93063, USA

NF-301 Black Knights Rule ........................................................$49.95
NF98 Douglas AD/A-1 Skyraider Part One ...........................$52.95
NFAF216 United States Air Force in Vietnam .....................$39.95
NFAF217 Curtiss XP-55 Ascender............................................$24.95
NF97 Martin PBM Mariner...........................................................$52.95
NF96 Consolidated P2Y Ranger................................................$32.95
NF95 Douglas R4D-8/C-117D Super Gooney ......................$32.95
NFAF215 BOEING B-50 ................................................................$49.95
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Contact Rebecca Harris on +44 (0)1234 224995  
or rebecca@sampublications.comShop & Web Guide

At least 5-10% discount off 
manufacturer’s prices
Fast and friendly service

Easy to navigate webshop
Large range of over 3500 models, 

figures, tools and accessories from 
Revell, Airfix, Italeri, Tamiya and many
more, ready for immediate despatch

Based in the Midlands since 2001 with 
worldwide shipping available

Web: www.models2u.co.uk
Email: help@models2u.co.uk

Phone: 01543 433999

AFFINITY MODELS 3 38 Trentham Road, Longton, Stoke-on Trent, Staffordshire ST3 4DL
Q affinitytim@yahoo.co.uk V Mon - Sat 9am till 5pm (closed all day on Thursday)

Stockists of Tamiya, Dragon, Trumpeter, Hasegawa, Italeri and Mini Art
Plastic Kits. Full range of paints from Tamiya Vallejo (Model & Gamecolour),

and Humbrol. Evergreen Centre.  Excellent range of tools and glues.

p 01782 320990
www.affinitymodels.co.ukAffinity

Models

PARABELLUM
Aircraft, armour, vehicles and figures,

Vallejo & Tamiya Paints
open 11 to 5.30 Thu, Fri, Sat

PARABELLUM
54 Vyse Street, Hockley, Birmingham, BI8 6HR 

www.parabellum.co.uk 0121-551-8878

www.modelskills.co.uk
A comprehensive range of tools, decals
and fittings for the bi-plane and general

aviation modeller.

Tel. 01202 511232

OXONIANS
PLASTIC
FANTASTIC

www.oxoniansplasticfantastic.co.uk 
markverney@msn.com

- DON’T FORGET ALL UK ORDERS ARE POST FREE -

We now have the complete Pavla Resin and SAC
undercarriage ranges in stock and on our website.

You can also view and buy from our huge stock of Eduard kits, etch and Brassin, Aires, SAC, Pavla,
Brengun, Valom, Quickboost, Rob Taurus, Amodel and many other hard to find manufacturers. 

MegaHobby offers over 35,000 hobby
products, from plastic model kits to detail
sets, from a fully-stocked paint store to all

the tools and accessories.
Browse our website to see the amazing
selection of products we have to offer.

Place an order and we guarantee you will be
a customer for life.

Shipping goods online since 2000!

www.megahobby.com
YOUR FAVORITE ONLINE HOBBY SHOP

SCAN HERE!

MATADOR MODELS
and Airfield Accessories ranges

www.matadormodels.co.uk

EXTENSIVE 1/76TH ARMOUR AND WHEELED VEHICLE KITS
AND CONVERSION RANGES, FROM WWI TO THE 2000’S
and Airfield Accessories 1/48th. 1/72nd. 1/76th. 1/144th

scale ranges of British and German airfield vehicles and
equipment including ambulances, refuellers, tractors,

G.S. and specialist vehicles, figure sets etc.
Military   Aviation   Naval

www.manmodels.co.uk

If you are looking at this... then it’s working!
Promote your company here and be seen in all 3 of our quality titles – Scale Aviation Modeller International,

Model Aircraft and Scale Military Modeller International – with a combined circulation of 126,000!  

To be seen in our next issue, call Rebecca Harris on 01234 211245
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Editorial Email
andyevans@sampublications.com

The above address is ONLY to be used for editorial submissions, NOT
subscription payments, queries, back issues or Modellers Datafile
orders. These should be sent to the non-editorial email address below.

Non-editorial Email
mail@sampublications.com

Use this address for back issue orders, subscriptions or subscription
enquiries or book orders. Note that we cannot undertake research
into specific or general modelling queries and that there may be
some delays in responses from the contributors, as they are not
based at the editorial address.

© Media House 2014
Scale Military Modeller is produced by Media House. Articles,
photographs and drawings published in Scale Military Modeller are

protected by copy right. All rights reserved. No part
of this publication may be reproduced or
transmitted (including posting to a website) in
any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopy, recording, or
any other information storage and retrieval

system, without prior permission in
writing from the publishers. Opinions

expressed by contributors and
advertisers are not necessarily
those of the editor or publisher.
Media House reserves the right to
suspend or refuse any

advertisement without giving
reasons. Whilst every care is taken to

avoid mistakes Media House cannot be
liable in any way for any errors or omissions.

Nor can the publisher accept respon sibility for
the bona fides of advertisers.
ISSN: 1475-3391

Contributions
Contributions and photographic material are welcome, but must be
accompanied by adequate postage to cover return. Media House
accept no responsibility for loss or damage to materials supplied.

Samples for Review
SMMI is always happy to review new products within its pages. Any
item which you feel is appropriate will be given due consideration for
inclusion in the title. Any company, trade representative, importer,
distributor or shop which wishes to have products reviewed within
SMMI should send them directly to the editorial address and clearly
mark them for the attention of the Editor. Confirmation of receipt of
the samples will be supplied if requested. For all international
companies etc the above applies, but please ensure that the package
is clearly marked for customs as a ‘sample, free of charge’ to reduce
the risk of unnecessary delays. Thank you.

Questions to Contributors
If you have a question or query you wish to raise with any of the
contrib utors to this magazine, they should be made IN WRITING to
the Media House address. Neither the Editor nor any of the contrib -
utors are at Media House on a daily basis and the Editor asks for all
enquirers to appreciate this fact and be patient. Please understand
that the staff at Media House do not have access to the information
you require and therefore cannot answer your questions on the
phone. Please enclose a stamped SAE with all enquiries, if you
anticipate a reply. Thank you.

Company/Suppliers Address Details & General
Enquiries

Please note that the Editor and staff at Media House cannot help with
general enquires about contact details for companies, importers or
model shops whose products may be mentioned in SMMI if the
address information is not included with the review etc. Please check
the advertisements in this journal for all suitable UK sources and only
contact the firm directly if it is noted that there is ‘No UK stockist’. We
are sorry, but we cannot help with details of companies which do not
advertise in this magazine. Also note that neither the Editor nor
contributors will undertake specific or general research for enquirers.
Thank you.

Copyright Warning
Due to the growing misuse and breach of copyright apparent on the
web Media House gives notice that no-one is permitted to reproduce
in any way (in original form or ‘modified’) anything published in this,
or previous editions of this magazine. All design, layout and studio
photography is the copyright of Media House. All profiles, scale plans
and supporting photographs are the copyright of the individual
authors. None of these may be used without prior written agreement
from both the author/artist and Media House. Infringement is a
breach of international law, so if you see items posted on the web
from this magazine other than on the official Media House website
(sampublications.com) please advise the publisher immediately.

Scale Military Modeller International  
Next edition date 20th November 2014.

International Books & Magazines
SAM Publications Ltd

November 2014 Volume 44 Issue 524

Achzarit’  –  IDF APC
Keith Forsyth builds the new Meng-
Model kit

An Iraqi Engima
Jan-Willem Fischer looks at the
Tamiya T-55 variant

Keeping the Peace
Robin Gilby produces a superb
JGSDF diorama

Leatherneck Patrol
Andy Renshaw’s exceptional figure
vignette

Taken to TUSK
Thomas Birzer’s excellent 1:35
Abrams

Desert Destruction
Pascal Bauset’s superme IDF M109
‘Doher’

Scale Military Manual –  T-34
Scale Plans, Gallery and a full model
build from Kevin Potts.

Hummer on Station
Gijs van Iperen brings a
contemporary diorama

Going Ballistic
Keith Forsyth builds the Zvezda
1:72 SS-25 ‘Topol’ with an LVM
START-1 Resin Conversion Kit

Plus much more, and all
backed up with our usual
comprehensive News,
Previews and Reviews
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And Finally!

For December 2014, here’s just a little of what we have planned!

By The Carpet Monster

Y
our Carpet Monster doffs
his cap to the heroes of
World War One, and
brings to your attention
three items from a rare

collection of cartoons, which
attempted to boost the morale
of troops in the First World War. 

These humorous sketches
sympathised with low-ranking
soldiers while teasing the British
high command, and became a hit
with soldiers on the front line as
well as those back home. They
were the handiwork of Bruce
Bairnsfather, a soldier who
had been hospitalised
during the Second

Battle of Ypres in Belgium in 1915,
and while recovering from
shellshock and hearing loss at the
headquarters of the 34th Division
on Salisbury Plain, he invented a
curmudgeonly British private ‘Old

Bill’, who sported a trademark
walrus moustache and

balaclava.

The Great War – ‘Old Bill’
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The Testor 
Corporation Adds

Creative Models As
U.K. Distributor
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